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Report No. 
CS14080 

London Borough of Bromley 
 

PART ONE - PUBLIC 
 
 

 

   

Decision Maker: CARE SERVICES POLICYDEVELOPMENT AND SRUTINY COMMITTEE 

Date:  
For Pre-Decision Scrutiny by the Care Services Policy Development and 
Scrutiny Committee on Wednesday, 21 January 2014 

Decision Type: Non-Urgent 
 

Non-Executive 
 

Non-Key 
 

Title: BROMLEY SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN BAORD (BSCB) 
ANNUAL REPORT 2013-14 
 

Contact Officer: Kay Weiss, Assistant Director (Children Social Care) 
Tel:  020 8313 4062    E-mail:  kay.weiss@bromley.gov.uk  
 

Chief Officer: Executive Director of Education, Care & Health Services 

Ward: (All Wards); 

 
1. Reason for report 

1.1 Working Together to Safeguard Children (2013) requires Local Safeguarding Children 
Boards (LSCBs) to publish an annual report on the effectiveness of child safeguarding and 
promoting the welfare of children in the local area. 

1.2 This report presents to the Care Services Policy Development and Scrutiny Committee 
details of activity from 1 April 2013 to 31 March 2014 and an assessment of the 
effectiveness of local services in keeping children safe. The report provides evidence of 
commitment and determination among professionals and volunteers resulting in real 
improvement for children. The report also examines where there are weaknesses in the 
system and how the LSCB holds partners to account to ensure improvement. The Annual 
Report was approved by the Bromley Safeguarding Children Board at its meeting on 18 
November 2014. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. RECOMMENDATION(S) 

The Care Services Policy Development and Scrutiny Committee is asked to: 

 Consider and comment upon the annual report and the effectiveness of local 
services in keeping children safe 
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Corporate Policy 
 

1. Policy Status: Existing Policy:   
 

2. BBB Priority: Children and Young People:  
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Financial 
 

1. Cost of proposal: No Cost:  
 

2. Ongoing costs: Not Applicable:  
 

3. Budget head/performance centre:       
 

4. Total current budget for this head: £      
 

5. Source of funding:       
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Staff 
 

1. Number of staff (current and additional):         
 

2. If from existing staff resources, number of staff hours:         
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Legal 
 

1. Legal Requirement: Statutory Requirement:  
 

2. Call-in: Applicable:   
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Customer Impact 
 

1. Estimated number of users/beneficiaries (current and projected):   
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Ward Councillor Views 
 

1. Have Ward Councillors been asked for comments? Not Applicable  
 

2. Summary of Ward Councillors comments:        
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3. COMMENTARY 

3.1 This annual report covers the period from April 2013 to March 2014. It is the seventh annual 
report of the Bromley Safeguarding Children Board (BSCB) which builds upon the previous 
annual reports. The report highlights a number of identified achievements and other areas 
where further improvement is needed. 

 
3.2 An effective LSCB is one where all partner agencies feel able to fully participate and 

engage in the business of the BSCB. BSCB continues to achieve a high level of attendance at 
meetings which has enabled BSCB to deliver against the business plan and key priorities. 

 
3.3 This year has seen a significant number of organisational changes since the last annual 

report. The responsibility for commissioning local health services changed from the Primary 
Care Trust (PCT) to the Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) at the beginning of the year. 
The Metropolitan Police have implemented the Local Policing Model. The Princess Royal 
University Hospital (PRUH) has transferred from the South London Healthcare Trust (SLHT) to 
Kings College Hospital Trust and there are changes to the Probation Service which will take 
hold in 2014-15. In addition, all public bodies have faced significant resource pressures 
throughout the year. The challenge for BSCB has been to remain focused on achieving good 
outcomes for children in spite of these pressures. Through its scrutiny arrangements this year, 
BSCB is confident that agencies are compliant with their duties under Section 11 of the 
Children Act 2004 and in fact striving to enhance their services and practices through 
improvements. Where concerns or challenges have been raised through the year, these have 
been closely monitored to ensure improvements take place. 

 
3.4 LSCB’s now have the responsibility to scrutinise the availability of early help for children and 

their parents. BSCB believes that early support for families in Bromley is good. The re-launch 
of a more simplified Common Assessment Framework (CAF) for practitioners leading to record 
numbers of CAF completions, record levels of attendance at Children and Family Centres and 
the success of the Tackling Troubled Families programme are all good examples of this. 
BSCB will continue to monitor early support through 2014-15. 

 
3.5 During this year BSCB has commissioned one Serious Case Review (SCR). The SCR was 

commissioned at the end of March 2014 and so will continue into 2014-15. Addressing the 
findings of this review will be a major part of the work during the next year. 

 
3.6 Despite the challenges faced, BSCB remains confident that the foundations of good 

safeguarding practice are in place. The following is a summary of the key achievements of 
BSCB during 2013-14: 

 

 Significant progress has been made in supporting a strategic and operational response to 
Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE) in Bromley with the development of a local protocol, multi-
agency training and the establishment of Multi Agency Sexual Exploitation (MASE) and Multi 
Agency Planning (MAP) meetings; 

 Annual Conference held in October 2012 focusing on Child Sexual Exploitation attended by 
over 100 delegates; 

 An extensive multi-agency training programme delivered covering 17 courses attended by 
over 700 people; 

 The completion of a gap analysis against the new Working Together 2013 which provided 
assurances that operational practice accords with the statutory guidance; 

 Setting up a Safeguarding Network for front line staff to promote multi agency learning and 
engagement; 

 The development of multi-agency protocols for children missing from home and care and 
children missing from education;  
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 Completion of the two year rolling programme of Section 11 Audits where each agency has 
completed a safeguarding self-assessment which has been scrutinised by the Quality 
Assurance & Performance Monitoring Committee; 

 Undertaking three multi agency audits focusing on child protection arrangements, missing 
children and early intervention arrangements, sharing the learning and implementing action 
plans; 

 Development of a Learning and Improvement Framework to support improvement in the 
quality of safeguarding practice; 

 Setting up a new Education Safeguarding Advisory Committee (ESAC) and Safeguarding 
Education Forums to improve the involvement of the wider education sector alongside 
appointing Head teacher representatives to the Board. 

 

4. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

The production of an annual report for the Local Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB) is a 
statutory requirement  as set out in Working Together to Safeguard Children, HM Government 
2013. 

 

Non-Applicable Sections: Policy Implications 
Financial Implications 
Personnel Implications 

Background Documents: 
(Access via Contact Officer) 

[Title of document and date] 
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I am pleased to present the Annual Report of the Bromley Local Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB) for 
2013 – 14. This year has seen many new developments and positive changes in the organisation and 
delivery of the Board’s work. 

 

The purpose of this report is to assess the effectiveness of local services in keeping children safe. The 
key question is ‘are we making a difference?’ I would argue that we are, and this report will provide plenty 
of evidence of commitment and determination among professionals and volunteers resulting in real  
improvement for children. The report also examines where there are weaknesses in the system and how 
the LSCB holds partners to account to ensure improvement. 

 

Key achievements in 2013-14 include: 

 

 Multi agency audit to support continuous improvement 
 Missing and Child Sexual Exploitation processes established 
 Increase in number of children and families engaged in early help 
 Delivery and impact of the BSCB training programme 
 Setting up a new Education Safeguarding Advisory Committee to improve involvement of schools 

and other education settings 
 Greater participation of young people 
 

Our progress has been made possible through the commitment and enthusiasm for providing high quality 
services from a range of organisations. I would like to thank all those who have been involved in meeting 
our challenges this year. I hope you find this report of interest. 

 

 

 

Chair’s Foreword 

Helen Davies 
Chair 
Bromley Safeguarding  
Children Board  
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1.1 This annual report covers the period from 
April 2013 to March 2014. It is the seventh 
annual report of the Bromley Safeguarding 
Children Board (BSCB) which builds upon 
the previous annual reports. The report 
highlights a number of identified  
achievements and other areas where  
further improvement is needed.  

 

1.2 An effective LSCB is one where all partner 
agencies feel able to fully participate and 
engage in the business of the BSCB. BSCB 
continues to achieve a high level of  
attendance at meetings which has enabled 
BSCB to deliver against the business plan 
and key priorities. 

 

1.3 This year has seen a significant number of  
organisational changes since the last  
annual report. The responsibility for  
commissioning local health services 
changed from the Primary Care Trust (PCT) 
to the Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) 
at the beginning of the year. The  
Metropolitan Police have implemented the 
Local Policing Model. The Princess Royal 
University Hospital (PRUH) has transferred 
from the South London Healthcare Trust 
(SLHT) to Kings College Hospital Trust and 
there are changes to the Probation Service 

which will take hold in 2014-15. In addition, 
all public bodies have faced significant  
resource pressures throughout the year. 
The challenge for BSCB has been to remain 
focused on achieving good outcomes for 
children in spite of these pressures. 
Through its scrutiny arrangements this year, 
BSCB is confident that agencies are  
compliant with their duties under Section 
11 of the Children Act 2004 and in fact 
striving to enhance their services and  
practices through improvements. Where 
concerns or challenges have been raised 
through the year, these have been closely 
monitored to ensure improvements take 
place. 

 

1.4 LSCB’s now have the responsibility to  
scrutinise the availability of early help for 
children and their parents. BSCB believes 
that early support for families in Bromley is 
good. The re-launch of a more simplified 
Common Assessment Framework (CAF) for 
practitioners leading to record numbers of 
CAF completions, record levels of attend-
ance at Children and Family  
Centres and the success of the Tackling 
Troubled Families programme are all good 
examples of this. BSCB will continue to 
monitor early support through 2014-15. 

 

Section 1: Executive Summary  
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1.5 During this year BSCB has commissioned 
one Serious Case Review (SCR). The SCR 
was commissioned at the end of March 
2014 and so will continue into 2014-15. 
Addressing the findings of this review will be 
a major part of the work during the next 
year. 

 

1.6 Despite the challenges faced, BSCB  
remains confident that the foundations of 
good safeguarding practice are in place. 
The following is a summary of the key 
achievements of BSCB during 2013-14: 

 

• Significant progress has been made in  
supporting a strategic and operational  
response to Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE) 
in Bromley with the development of a local 
protocol, multi-agency training and the  
establishment of Multi Agency Sexual  
Exploitation (MASE) and Multi Agency  
Planning (MAP) meetings; 

 

•  Annual Conference held in October 2012 
focusing on Child Sexual Exploitation  
attended by over 100 delegates; 

 

• An extensive multi-agency training  
programme delivered covering 17 courses 
attended by over 700 people; 

 

• The completion of a gap analysis against 
the new Working Together 2013 which  
provided assurances that operational  
practice accords with the statutory  
guidance; 

 

• Setting up a Safeguarding Network for front 
line staff to promote multi agency learning 
and engagement; 

 

• The development of multi agency protocols 
for children missing from home and care 
and children missing from education; 

 

• Completion of the two year rolling  
programme of Section 11 Audits where 

each agency has completed a safeguarding  
self-assessment which has been  
scrutinised by the Quality Assurance &  
Performance Monitoring Committee; 

 

• Undertaking three multi agency audits  
focusing on child protection arrangements, 
missing children and early intervention  
arrangements, sharing the learning and  
implementing action plans; 

 

• Development of a Learning and  
Improvement Framework to support  
improvement in the quality of safeguarding 
practice; 

 

• Setting up a new Education Safeguarding 
Advisory Committee (ESAC) and  
Safeguarding Education Forums to improve 
the involvement of the wider education  
sector alongside appointing Head teacher 
representatives to the Board. 
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2.1 Bromley Safeguarding Children Board 
(BSCB) has been set up under the  
requirements of the Children Act 2004. 
BSCB is the key statutory mechanism for  
agreeing how the relevant organisations in 
Bromley will co-operate to safeguard and 
promote the welfare of children in Bromley 
and for assuring the effectiveness of what 
they do. 

 

2.2 Working Together to Safeguard Children 
(2013) clearly details the responsibilities of 
LSCB’s which include: 

 

 developing policies and procedures for 
safeguarding and promoting the welfare of 
children in the area of the authority,  
including policies and procedures ; 

 communicating to persons and bodies in 
the area of the authority the need to  
safeguard and promote the welfare of  
children ; 

 monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness 
of what is done by the authority and their 
Board partners individually and collectively 
to safeguard and promote the welfare of 
children and advising them on ways to  
improve ; 

 participating in the planning of services for 
children in the area of authority; and  

 undertaking reviews of serious cases and 
advising the authority and their board  
partners on lessons to be learned. 

 

2.3 The key organisational mechanism for  
delivering the statutory requirements of the 
BSCB are the meetings of the Board (four 
times a year) and the Quality  
Assurance and Performance Monitoring 
Sub Committee (six times a year). Further 
information about the Committees is  
available below. 

 

Reporting 

 

2.4 BSCB submits its annual report to the Joint 
Education and Care Services Policy  
Development and Scrutiny Committee and 
the Health and Wellbeing Board. In  
addition, in March 2014 the BSCB Chair 
presented to the Children and Young People 
Services Stakeholder Conference. 

 

 

 

Section 2: Governance and  
Accountability  
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Independent Chair 

 

2.5 Helen Davies was appointed Chair of the 
BSCB and took up post in April 2012. She 
chairs both the Board and the Quality  
Assurance and Performance Monitoring 
Sub-Committee. 

 

Committees 

 

2.6 Following changes to the committee  
structure in January 2013, BSCB has  
maintained a similar structure throughout 
2013-14 with the only change being that 
the Education Reference Group has been 
replaced by the Education Safeguarding  
Advisory Committee (ESAC). 

 

Board  

 

2.7 The Board is the key strategic decision  
making group with representation from 
agencies at Director and Assistant Director 
level. Designated professionals such as 

those from health and education now  
provide professional advice in the role of 
Professional Advisers. In addition, during 
2013-14 the Board agreed to appoint two 
Head teacher representatives to the Board  
representing primary and secondary 
schools in Bromley. They will take up their 
roles during 2014-15. The Board met  
quarterly during 2013-14 to provide the 
strategic direction for the BSCB. 

 

2.8 The Board agenda offers opportunities for 
information sharing and discussion, but  
also encourages questioning and challenge. 
The Board continues to have lay member 
representation which adds value to the 
BSCB. The two current lay members  
challenge thinking through active  
contribution at the Board meetings. The role 
and accountabilities of lay members will be 
reviewed in 2014-15. The Board also has 
representation from the Portfolio Holder for 
Care Services, a local Councillor. 

 

2.9 In 2013-2014 the Board’s work included: 

 

Figure 1—BSCB Committee Structure 
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 monitoring of and setting the BSCB budget 
for 2014-15; 

 Development of the BSCB Business Plan 
for 2014-15; 

 Delivery of an annual conference on Child 
Sexual Exploitation (CSE) and briefing  
sessions covering early intervention and 
the Common Assessment Framework (CAF); 

 Setting up a Safeguarding Network for front 
line staff to promote multi-agency learning 
and engagement; 

 Scrutiny of agency annual safeguarding  
reports; 

 Agreement of multi-agency protocols for 
children missing from care and home,  
children missing education and children at 
risk of or experiencing sexual exploitation; 

 Undertaking a gap analysis against the new 
Working Together to Safeguard Children 
2013 which provided assurances that  
operational practice accords with the  
statutory guidance; 

 Monitoring of the safeguarding  
arrangements in place for the takeover of 
the Princess Royal University  
Hospital (PRUH) by Kings College Hospital 
Trust from the South London Healthcare 
Trust (SLHT). 

 

Quality Assurance and Performance Monitoring 
Sub- Committee (QAPM) 

 

2.10 The Quality Assurance and Performance 
Monitoring Sub-Committee is central to the 
effective functioning of the BSCB. The sub-
committee met six times during 2013-14. 
Since January 2013, the committee has 
been chaired by the Board’s Independent 
Chair and takes responsibility for  
monitoring standards in safeguarding  
arrangements and other operational  
aspects of local safeguarding. It checks how 
well single-agency safeguarding  
arrangements are working and as it is 
chaired by the Board’s Independent Chair it 
is able to provide robust challenge to  
improve practice and outcomes for children 
and young people. 

 

2.11 This year the work of the Quality Assurance 
and Performance Monitoring sub-
committee included: 

 

 Development of a Learning and  
Improvement Framework to support  
improvement in the quality of safeguarding 
practice; 

 Completing three multi-agency audits  
focusing on child protection arrangements, 
missing children and early intervention  
arrangements and learning from the  
audits has been shared and action plans 
implemented; 

 Completion of the two year rolling  
programme of Section 11 audits; 

 Review of the BSCB safeguarding dataset; 

 Monitoring of safeguarding arrangements in 
place in a mental health hospital for  
children and young people in Bromley 
through requesting the completion of a  
Section 11 audit. 

 

Bromley Safeguarding Network 

 

2.12 The Bromley Safeguarding Network is not 
formally constituted. The focus of the  
Safeguarding Network is to share key  
messages through the facilitation of  
seminars, briefings and forums. BSCB held 
its first forum for the Bromley Safeguarding 
Network in March 2014 and will continue to 
provide opportunities to promote multi-
agency learning and encourage  
engagement between practitioners and 
BSCB. 

 

Training Sub-Committee 

 

2.13 The BSCB Training Sub-Committee meets 
twice a year to evaluate the BSCB training 
provided in the previous six months and to 
agree the training programme for the  
following year.  This year it achieved the  
following: 

 

 Multi-agency training attended by over 700 
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people, a 20% increase from 2012-13; 

 Agreeing the training programme for 2014-
15 which will include 17 separate courses 
run over 46 sessions and the addition of 
new training on supervision; 

 Increased the number of people completing 
Group 1 and Group 2 E-learning courses; 

 Organised briefings on the Common  
Assessment Framework (CAF) attended by 
over 150 people; 

 Development of a more rigorous evaluation 
framework for multi-agency training to  
include a three month follow up evaluation 
to monitor impact. 

 

Child Death Overview Panel 

 

2.14 This statutory multi-agency panel has a core  
membership of police, social care, and 
health professionals.  The panel meets at 
least four times a year to discuss the  
circumstances of all child deaths in Bromley 
and to identify any issues or trends. The 
Child Death Overview Panel Annual Report 
is presented annually to the BSCB Board.  

 

Serious Case Review Committee 

 

2.15 This committee meets ad hoc to consider 
cases where a serious child protection  
incident has occurred. The committee may 
determine that either an Individual  
Management Review (IMR) is obtained from 
an agency or, in a case involving several 
agencies and that meet the criteria in  
Working Together, that a Serious Case  
Review (SCR) is commissioned. The  
committee did not meet in the previous 
year,  however, in March 2014, the  
committee met twice to consider two  
separate cases. The committee determined 
one case should be subject to a root cause 
analysis review. In respect of the other case 
the committee commissioned a SCR which 
will be completed during 2014-15. 

 

2.16 Membership of the Serious Case Review 
Committee during 2013-14 includes: 

 

Independent Chair Independent 

Designated Dr  Bromley CCG  

Assistant Director  Legal & Support Services,  
    London Borough of Bromley 

Assistant Director Children’s Social Care,  
    London Borough of Bromley 

Head of Service   Quality Assurance,  
    London Borough of Bromley 

Lead Officer Education London Borough of   
Safeguarding  Bromley  

Consultant Public  Public Health 

Health Medicine   

DCI Child Abuse   Metropolitan Police Service 
Investigation Team  

Designated Nurse Bromley CCG 

 

 

Education Safeguarding Advisory Committee 
(ESAC) 

 

2.17 In February 2014 the Education  
Safeguarding Advisory Committee (ESAC) 
was set up to replace the Safeguarding  
Education Reference Group. The overall aim 
of ESAC is to ensure that all children and 
young people are safeguarded in their place 
of learning. The Education Safeguarding 
Advisory Committee is chaired by the  
Assistant Director, Education, LB Bromley. 
The Vice Chair is the Lead Officer for  
Education Safeguarding, LB Bromley. The 
Committee meets quarterly in advance of 
BSCB Board meetings. 

 

2.18 During this year ESAC has also set up  
termly Safeguarding Education Forums  
attended by safeguarding leads for the  
different educational settings to facilitate 
the effective dissemination of key  
safeguarding messages and learning. 

 

Safeguarding Health Standing Committee 

 

2.19 The overall aim of the Health Committee is 
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to ensure consistent and robust  
safeguarding practice across the health 
agencies in Bromley. The committee meets 
quarterly and is chaired by the Designated 
Doctor for Child Protection, the Vice Chair is 
the Designated Nurse for Safeguarding  
Children. The forum is made up of the  
safeguarding leads from all health agencies 
across Bromley. 

 

BSCB attendance at meetings 

 

2.20 Key to the effectiveness of BSCB is regular 
attendance by members. The BSCB  
membership in terms of agencies  
represented has remained stable this year 
although there have been some personnel 
changes, which has sometimes led to  
non-attendance as people started new in 
role. The Board monitors attendance at 
meetings and organisations with poor or no  
attendance are challenged by the Chair to 
ensure improved attendance.   
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3.1 A summary of the Board’s achievements 
against priorities are set out in Section 1, 
but this section provides further information 
about the achievements of BSCB over the 
last year and key challenges looking  
forward to next year. 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING AND IMPROVEMENT 
FRAMEWORK 

 

3.2 The statutory guidance on safeguarding, 
Working Together to Safeguard Children 
published March 2013, set out an  
expectation for LSCBs and its partners to 
foster a culture of continuous learning and 
improvement. It required LSCBs to have a 
Learning and Improvement Framework in 
place. Prior to the publication of Working 
Together 2013 BSCB already had in place a 
Performance & Improvement Framework. 
During 2013-14, BSCB has updated the 
Framework to develop it into a Learning and 
Improvement Framework in line with  
statutory guidance. The Learning and  
Improvement Framework was approved by 
the Board in February 2014. 

 

3.3 The framework supports BSCB and its  
partners to: 

 Conduct regular reviews/audits of cases, 
both statutory reviews and cases that can 
provide insight and understanding into the 
way organisations are working together to 
safeguard and protect the welfare of children 
in order to enhance practice. 

 Review cases rigorously and in detail  
showing what happened, how things went 
wrong, or well and why, accompanied by  
actions that show  the learning from the  
review. 

 Ensure lasting improvements to services to 
safeguard children and families result from 
the actions from reviews and audits 

 Foster transparency about issues and  
actions arising from reviews and audits. 

 

3.4 The purpose is to identify improvements 
which are needed and to consolidate good 
practice. 

 

3.5 The different types of reviews covered by the 
framework are: 

 

 Serious Case Reviews 

 Child Death review 

Section 3: Achievements and  
Challenges  
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 Review of a child protection incident which 
falls below the threshold for an SCR 

 A review or audit of practice in one or more 
agencies. 

 

3.6 The Framework is not dependent on the 
learning from reviews alone. Other data and 
information also usefully informs practice: 

 

 Performance data  on safeguarding and child 
protection 

 Agency inspection reports 

 Agency annual safeguarding reports 

 Single agency audits and Section11  
Safeguarding Self-Assessment 

 Feedback on services from children and 
young people 

 

IMPROVING SAFEGUARDING THROUGH EFFECTIVE 
COMMUNICATION 

BSCB Annual Conference 

3.7 BSCB hosts an annual conference, bringing 
together staff at all levels to raise  
awareness about a current safeguarding 
theme. The Annual Conference 2013 titled 
“I thought I was the only one, the only one 
in the world” was held on 23 October 2013 
and focused on Child Sexual Exploitation.  

 

3.8 The Annual Conference focused on tackling 
some of the key issues around Child Sexual 
Exploitation and provided an opportunity to 
discuss key national themes and find out 
about the multi-agency approach in Bromley 
to tackle Child Sexual Exploitation. The  
conference was attended by over 100  
people. 

 
Listening to Front Line Practitioners - Network  
Forum 
 
3.9 In March 2014, BSCB held its first  

Safeguarding Network Forum. BSCB will 
continue to hold Network Forums during 
2014-15 and the aim of the Forums is to 
share key safeguarding messages, promote 
multi-agency learning and to encourage  

engagement between practitioners and 
BSCB. 

 
3.10 The half day forum in March 2014 was  

attended by over 75 practitioners from a 
wide range of agencies. Interest in the  
Forum was very high and there was a  
waiting list for places. Feedback from the 
Forum was very positive. The first half of the 
Forum included a number of short  
presentations covering: 

 
 Safeguarding Children Missing from Care 

and Home 
 Safeguarding Children Missing from  

Education 
 Children who Self Harm 
 Lessons learnt from recent multi-agency  

audits undertaken 
 Key Learning from three recent high profile 

Serious Case Reviews (SCRs) – Daniel Pelka 
(Coventry LSCB), Keanu Williams 
(Birmingham LSCB) and Hamzah Khan 
(Bradford LSCB) 

 
3.11 The second half of the Forum enabled  

practitioners to engage in group discussions 
focusing on embedding the key learning 
from audits and SCRs and thinking about 
BSCB priorities for 2014-15. The feedback 
was fed back to the Board and incorporated 
into the BSCB Business Plan 2014-15.  

 

The Voice of Children & Young People 

3.12 BSCB recognises the importance of  
listening to and responding to the voice of 
the child in undertaking its work in relation 
to safeguarding. During 2013-14, the BSCB 
has developed links with the Bromley Youth 
Council and the Living in Care Council 
(LinCC). The Youth Council considered the 
BSCB priorities in the Business Plan and 
young people identified areas they would 
like BSCB to focus on in 2014-15. Young 
people felt there was a need to extend the 
BSCB priority around safeguarding young 
people living with parental mental health to 
include Safeguarding Children and young 
people dealing with personal mental health 
issues and as a result this will be the  
subject of the 2014 BSCB Annual  
Conference. 
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3.13 In addition, throughout the year evidence 
was provided on the voice of the child being 
heard across agencies in terms of  
consultation through Section 11 audits. 

 

3.14 BSCB recognises that there is room for  
improvement with regards to listening to 
and responding to the voice of the child. 
This area is crucial for BSCB to operate  
effectively and has been identified as a  
priority for 2014-15. 

 

TRAINING 

 

3.15 During 2013-14 BSCB provided  local multi-
agency training through 17 courses and 46 
sessions attended by 733 people. The  
number of people attending BSCB training 
has increased by nearly 20% from 617 in 
2012-13. A table showing the training 
courses is provided below. BSCB aims to 
have a multi-agency mix of professionals at 
every training course and a breakdown of 
agencies attending training for the year is 
below. 

 

 

 

 

3.16 In addition, two BSCB Briefing sessions 
were held on Early help for vulnerable  
children: The CAF and beyond. These half 
day briefing sessions focused on the launch 
of the new shortened Common Assessment 
Framework (CAF) Form; Children Social Care 
thresholds and the role of the Multi-Agency 
Support Hub (MASH). 155 people attended 
the briefings over the two days on 2 July 
and 11 July. 

 

3.17 The BSCB consistently provides training of a 
high standard, with course participants 
agreeing that courses are useful and  
relevant to their needs. Each course is  
subject to user evaluation. Overall feedback 
across all courses showed that 70% of the 
attendees judged the courses to be  
Excellent, 27% Good and just 2%  
Satisfactory. 

 

3.18 From early 2014, attendees at the Group 3 
training courses have been asked to  
complete a pre-assessment form to be used 
as a benchmark for the participants’ 
knowledge before attending the training. In 
addition, attendees of the Group 3 training 
were asked to complete an evaluation 3 

Figure 2 – Agency attendance at BSCB Training 
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months after attending the training. The 
purpose of this level of evaluation is to  
identify the impact of the training and 
whether it has led to changes in practice.  

 

3.19 All of the respondents reported that since 
the training they felt very confident about 
how they can help to ensure children are 
safeguarded. One respondent reported the 
following: 

“…Very soon after the training I came 
across a situation of a child at risk of harm, 

and because of the training I think I  
recognised that there was a potential  
problem sooner, and was therefore in  
contact with supervisor/safeguarding  

professional for advice straight away…” 

 

3.20 The BSCB Training Committee has updated 
its evaluation forms for attendees of the 
training and in June 2014 will be  
introducing a much more comprehensive 

evaluation process which will include pre 
and post training evaluation as well as a 
three month follow up evaluation with  
attendees for all courses to identify the  
impact of training BSCB provides. 

 

3.21 In September 2012 the BSCB Training  
Committee introduced free e-learning  
courses for Groups 1 and 2. The e-learning 
includes fourteen courses which make up 
the Group 1 and 2 courses. The advantage 
of online training is that delegates can learn 
at a time and pace that suits them. A  
breakdown of the number of people taking 
the BSCB e-learning courses between April 
2013 and March 2014 is below. In total 
466 people have completed the Group 1 
course and 45 the Group 2 courses.  
Evaluation sheets to enable BSCB to  
evaluate the effectiveness of the E-learning 
courses will be introduced when the system 
is upgraded in 2014-15. 

 

Figure 3 – Breakdown of attendance at BSCB multi-agency training courses from April 2013 – March 
2014 
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TACKLING CHILD SEXUAL EXPLOITATION 

 

3.22 Following the development of  a BSCB multi
-agency task group on Child Sexual  
Exploitation (CSE) in 2011, this year BSCB 
signed up to the Pan London CSE Protocol 
and developed a local multi-agency  
protocol. The BSCB protocol for  
safeguarding children who are abused or at 
risk of abuse through child sexual  
exploitation follows on from Bromley’s  
Strategy to Safeguard Children & Young 
People at Risk of or Experiencing Sexual 
Exploitation which was published in March 
2012. 

 

3.23 The CSE protocol outlines the local  
procedures for safeguarding children and 
young people who are at risk of or experi-
encing child sexual exploitation in the  
London Borough of Bromley. 

 

3.24 The procedures aim to prevent and protect 
children and young people in Bromley from 
sexual exploitation and wherever possible 
prosecute those who are perpetrators of 
child sexual exploitation. 

 

3.25 BSCB has ensured that all trainers currently 
facilitating multi-agency safeguarding  
training programmes are notified of the 
need to integrate the signs and symptoms 
of CSE and how to respond to it into their 
existing courses.  These training  
programmes include basic, intermediate 
and advanced levels of safeguarding  
training as well as training around working 
with specific groups where the young  
people would be deemed particularly  

vulnerable to CSE such as Domestic Abuse, 
Mental Ill Health and Parental Substance 
Misuse.  

 

3.26 BSCB has commissioned a series of one 
day training programmes around child  
sexual exploitation to be delivered over the 
next two years by specialist trainers from 
Barnardo’s.  This multi-agency training has 
been designed specifically for those  
professionals who will be working with  
children and young people who are at a low, 
medium or high risk of child sexual  
exploitation. 

 

3.27 Specialist CSE intervention can be of  
enormous benefit in helping those young 
people who as victims of CSE have suffered 
emotional, psychological or physical harm.  
With the aim of achieving the best possible 
long-term outcomes for the victims of CSE 
in Bromley, Children’s Social Care has  
commissioned the specialist sexual  
exploitation service provided by Barnardo’s. 
This specialist recovery service will provide 
victims aged 11 to 18 years with an  
intensive 6 month programme of one to one 
support and intervention. 

 

3.28 During the year the task group considered 
the seven essential principles, eight  
recommendations and the See me, Hear 
me framework recommended in the Office 
of the Children’s Commissioner’s (OCC) final 
report on CSE. BSCB is confident that the 
protocol and processes in place address 
these recommendations. 

 

3.29 Multi Agency Sexual Exploitation (MASE) 

Figure 4 – Breakdown of number of people who have completed the Children’s Safeguarding Group 1 & 
2 courses April 2013 – March 2014 
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and Multi Agency Planning (MAP) meetings 
have been established in Bromley and 
Bromley was one of the first boroughs to set 
up MASE meetings. The MASE meetings are 
monthly and they have had 12 referrals 
since Christmas, approximately 25 in total. 
All relevant agencies attend and play their 
part in MASE and in February 2014 the 
Board agreed that the CSE Task Group had 
completed its work and that the strategic 
role would be undertaken by the MASE  
Panel which will report regularly back to the 
Board. The MASE meetings: 

 

 identify new cases 

 monitor progress and agency participation 

 identify and set actions against trends/
locations 

 address cross border issues 

 monitor children placed outside borough 

 ensure CSE is integrated with other child 
protection procedures 

 

CHILDREN MISSING FROM CARE AND HOME 

 

3.30 Children running away and going missing 
from care and home is a key safeguarding 
issue for BSCB. An audit of arrangements 
for safeguarding children who are missing 
from home or care for more than 24 hours 
was undertaken in May 2013. 

 

3.31 The audit was particularly concerned with 
use of procedures, quality of assessment 
and whether the needs of young people 
were being identified, and the quality of 
partnership work including impact on  
outcomes and challenge to other  
professionals. It also considered  
management and supervision of cases; 
views of children and young people being 
taken into account; and that timely and  
appropriate interventions were made. The 
audit highlighted areas of concern which 
were acted on immediately by BSCB and a 
multi-agency action plan was developed to 
implement the recommendations. The  
following actions were taken immediately: 

  
 Staff reminded to follow the procedure for 

missing children, including use of the  
indicators to identify vulnerabilities and use 
of risk assessment forms; 

 Agencies continue to raise awareness 
among staff and managers on the  
identification of sexual exploitation risk  
indicators such as the importance of a focus 
on welfare concerns; and that boys are as 
much at risk of sexual exploitation as girls;  

 A working group was set up to review and 
simplify the procedure for the Board to sign 
off; 

 Updated risk assessment form to be  
included within foster carer handbook, and 
shared with other agencies for inclusion in 
their electronic records, to be distributed at 
BSCB conference; 

 Behaviour service completed a review of  
cases to determine the appropriateness of 
alternative school provision, home tuition 
and set clear plans for some of the young 
people audited.  
 

3.32 Following the audit in May 2013, BSCB set 
up a Working Group on Missing Children to 
review and update the Multi-agency  
protocol. The BSCB Multi-agency protocol 
for children missing from home and care 
was approved by the BSCB Board at its 
meeting on 12 November 2013. The  
protocol is designed to support an effective 
collaborative safeguarding response from 
all agencies involved when a child goes 
missing. Since the approval of the protocol, 
DfE published their Statutory Guidance on 
‘Children who run away or go missing from 
home or care’ and BSCB responded by  
reissuing the protocol to take account of the 
changes in the statutory guidance. BSCB 
used its annual conference to raise  
awareness of the needs of missing children 
and the Network Forum in March 2014 to 
brief practitioners on the vulnerability of 
missing children and the revised referral 
pathways. 

 

3.33 From January 2014, children who have 
gone missing more than once are  
considered for review at the Multi Agency 
Sexual Exploitation (MASE) Panel. The role 
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of the panel is primarily a strategic one and 
helps to identify trends and patterns of 
missing children in Bromley, for example 
whether children are going missing in a  
particular part of the borough. It will  
consider whether the support put in place 
to prevent the child going missing in the  
future and prevent any risk of sexual  
exploitation is adequate. Plans are also in 
place to ensure return home interviews are 
carried out. During 2014-15 BSCB will  
scrutinise regular reports from the local  
authority analysing data on children missing 
from home and care. Data on missing  
children from home and care will be  
included in the BSCB quarterly dataset  
reviewed by the BSCB Quality Assurance & 
Performance Monitoring Committee. This 
will include reviewing analysis of return  
interviews. BSCB will also review annual  
reports from children’s homes used by the 
local authority or within the local authority 
area on the effectiveness of their measures 
to prevent children from going missing. 

 

SAFEGUARDING IN EDUCATION 

 

3.34 In February 2014 the Education  
Safeguarding Advisory Committee (ESAC) 
was set up to replace the Safeguarding  
Education Reference Group. In addition  
agreement was made to appoint two head 
teacher representatives to the Board. 

 

3.35 The changes were introduced as a way to 
improve the involvement of the wider  
education sector engaging all education  
settings. The previous Safeguarding  
Reference Group, although representative 
of different sectors, did not have a role 
sharing and feeding back information to the 
different educational settings. The changes 
have also led to a more clearly defined  
relationship between ESAC and the Board, 
enabling the Board to question, challenge 
and hold ESAC to account.  

 

3.36 The Safeguarding Education Forums will 
help to engage education settings and  
ensure effective dissemination of key  
safeguarding messages to education  

settings. As a forum attended by  
safeguarding leads from the different  
educational settings, it will enable learning 
from colleagues and peers and joint  
problem solving as well as training delivered 
by specialists. The Safeguarding in Bromley 
Schools Section 11 undertaken in 2013 
identified that different methods of  
informing schools of information should be 
explored and the Safeguarding Education 
Forums have been set up to help to address 
this. 

 

3.37 The first meeting of ESAC in 2014 focused 
on establishing a clear brief for the  
committee.  Previously the Education  
Reference Group discussed and considered 
relevant issues but members were not able 
to disseminate information and advice to 
the groups that they were there to  
represent.  ESAC exists to continue to raise 
key strategic issues as well as report any 
concerns or issues.  In terms of getting  
information and advice out to stakeholder 
groups there are to be a number of forums 
each year, hosted by the education  
safeguarding lead and existing for the  
purpose of ensuring that safeguarding 
leads from all educational settings are kept 
up to date with any local or national  
changes.  ESAC will also: 

 

 update policies and identify gaps in training; 

 identify items for future forum agendas; 

 take a regular report from the educational 
welfare team on children missing from  
education (CME) and those on elective 
home education (EHE); 

 Include raising awareness of private foster-
ing arrangements and their implications 
with schools and other settings via the edu-
cation safeguarding forum. 
 

3.38 During 2013-14 BSCB scrutinised the  
arrangements for children missing from  
education and those being home educated. 
As part of this work, in early 2014 the Board 
approved the BSCB Children Missing from 
Education Policy and Procedure. This multi-
agency Policy sets out the responsibilities of 
agencies for identifying children missing 
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from education and outlines Bromley Local 
Authority’s (LA) systems for identifying and 
maintaining contact with children missing 
education and current procedures for  
identifying those at risk of going missing 
from education. The Policy and Procedure 
was launched at the BSCB Safeguarding 
Network Forum in March 2014. 

 

3.39 Key challenges for ESAC moving in to 2014-
15 include ensuring that all settings attend 
the forums and implement policies  
effectively and addressing the high number 
of children on EHE. 

 

SAFEGUARDING IN HEALTH 

 

3.40 There has been an unprecedented level of 
organisational change across the local 
health economy during 2013-14 including 
the establishment of the Clinical  
Commissioning Group (CCG) and the  
transfer of responsibility of acute service 
provision from South London Healthcare 
Trust (SLHT) to King’s College Hospital 
Foundation Trust. The CCG which was  
established in April 2013 has achieved  
significant improvements in embedding 
safeguarding children within commissioning 
over the past year. 

 

3.41 Safeguarding arrangements are in place in 
all local NHS organisations, both  
commissioning and provider. Assurance  
data from providers is monitored via the 
CCG’s Safeguarding Children  
Commissioning Group, which is chaired by 
the CCG executive lead for safeguarding 
children. In addition designated  
professionals meet regularly with named 
professionals and executive leads for  
safeguarding children within provider  
organisations and attend the safeguarding 
committees of the main NHS providers, to 
provide challenge and support  
development. 

 

3.42 Health organisations from within the NHS 
and private sector, working within Bromley, 
meet quarterly at the Safeguarding Health 

Committee. The committee is jointly chaired 
by the designated doctor and the  
designated nurse for Safeguarding Children 
in Bromley and brings together work and 
developments in safeguarding children 
across the Borough. The committee reports 
to the Safeguarding Children  
Commissioning Group of the CCG as well as 
the Quality Assurance and Performance 
Monitoring group of the BSCB. 

 

3.43 Strategic links to the BSCB are well  
developed with executive leads, designated 
and named professionals for safeguarding 
children regularly forming part of  
development and audit groups, as well as 
sitting on relevant committees. Health  
organisations are also represented within 
multi-agency forums across the borough 
including MARAC and MAPPA, domestic 
abuse forum and steering group, MASH 
steering and operational groups, CSE  
strategic group and multi-agency panel. 

 

3.44 The Francis Inquiry into the failures in care 
at Mid Staffs Hospital (published 2013) and 
subsequent government responses has 
placed a renewed and strengthened  
emphasis on the importance of listening to 
patients and carers and seeking their views 
and feedback on services. The CCG is  
working with providers to ensure that  
patient voices are heard and responded to, 
as well as ensuring that there is  
engagement at all stages of service  
redesign.  

 

3.45 King’s College Hospital Foundation Trust 
took over the management of the Princess 
Royal University Hospital (PRUH) in October 
2013. Level 2 safeguarding training  
sessions are being offered to nurses and  
midwives when they join the Trust during 
their induction and training sessions for  
established staff are available every week. 
The Trust has been attending BSCB board 
meetings and sub-committees. Good  
progress had been made in establishing 
positive working relationships, however, 
there have been a number of changes in 
the safeguarding teams in Bromley so  
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establishing strong relationships will be a 
priority for 2015.   

 

3.46 During this year Oxleas NHS Foundation 
Trust has continued to make excellent  
progress in the provision of learning and  
development opportunities to enable staff 
compliance with mandatory training and 
updating expectations, which are aligned to 
the requirements of the Intercollegiate  
Document (2014). An audit of the  
effectiveness of Oxleas level 3 training 
found very good retention of knowledge 
gained at training and there has been  
excellent evaluation feedback from  
attenders. The year also saw an increase in 
case file audit activity together with an  
ongoing commitment by Oxleas to the BSCB 
multi-agency audit programme. In addition, 
further work in Oxleas has led to a growth in 
the number of safeguarding children  
champions embedded within clinical teams. 
Champions have been supported and 
gained knowledge through regular local  
borough based forums and an annual Trust 
wide forum. 

 

3.47 Bromley Healthcare continues to work 
closely with BSCB to deliver high quality and 
effective safeguarding of children and 
young people living in Bromley. This has 
been achieved by developing good working 
relationships, attendance at relevant  
meetings, supporting with recruitment for 
key personnel for BSCB  and participation in 
joint training events and audits. 

 

3.48 Bromley Healthcare Safeguarding Children 
training compliance between 2013-2014 
has fluctuated for levels 2 and 3. The 
Named Nurse who was in post in 2013 left 
early in 2014 and the post was unfilled until 
August 2014. The gap in training has been 
addressed since the new Named Nurse 
came into post. More sessions are available 
and are in line with the Intercollegiate  
Document March 2014. Future plans have 
been made for regular joint workshops in 
the coming year; this will be educative but 
will also support better understanding and 
communication between health  

practitioners and social workers. 

 

Priorities  

3.49 The priorities for 2014-15 will be to ensure 
that safeguarding children remains a  
priority across all health agencies. Health 
agencies have identified the following  
specific priorities for the year: 

 

3.50 Bromley CCG 

 The CCG will ensure that new staff  
appointed to the safeguarding team are 
supported as required to develop  
competencies at the required level,  
including specific knowledge and skills such 
as safer recruitment. 

 There have been a number of personnel 
changes within specialist safeguarding 
teams within Kings and Bromley 
Healthcare. CCG Designated professionals 
will continue to provide support to these 
staff and to ensure that they are able to  
effectively provide assurance on  
safeguarding arrangements. 

 The CCG will review and strengthen  
engagement of commissioning staff within 
the safeguarding children commissioning 
engagement. 

 The updated Intercollegiate Guidance, 
which informs safeguarding children  
training across health, was published in 
April 2014.  The CCG will work with  
providers to review the implications of this.  

 The CCG supports development within  
primary care and this includes safeguarding 
children training. In 2014-15 the CCG  
intends to increase training available to 
practice nurses above the requirement set 
out in the intercollegiate Document (Level 
2). Practice nurses will be invited to  
participate in the annual academic half day  
provided to GPs during January 2015 (Level 
3 training). This will support the  
development of additional skills and  
competencies within primary care teams. 

 The CCG will review data collection for  
safeguarding and work with providers to 
provide additional data as required. This 
includes new quality schedule monitoring 
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for Kings, new providers using the  
safeguarding scorecard. 

 

3.51 King’s College Hospital Trust Foundation 

 Recruitment  to ensure the safeguarding 
team was staffed to appropriate levels. 

 Training to ensure that the safeguarding 
training provided to staff was of a high 
standard and that sufficient training  
sessions were available to achieve an 80% 
compliance rate.  

 Introducing and embedding the Trusts  
safeguarding policies and procedures at the 
Princess Royal. 

 Establishing relationships with the Bromley 
board and safeguarding professionals 
across the Bromley health economy. 

 

3.52 Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust 

 Increasing awareness and understanding of 
domestic abuse, MARAC and increasing  
referrals to MARAC 

 Increasing identification, support and  
referrals for Young Carers 

 The progress against and embedding of  
action plans arising from audits and  
continue to embed the outcomes of  
previous audits and reviews 

 The need for staff to engage, together with 
partners, with the Early Help agenda  
including the Common Assessment  
Framework (CAF) process 

 

3.53 Bromley Healthcare 

 To actively participate in a joint audit on  
Neglect, looking at learning from case  
studies and improving outcomes for  
children living in long term neglect.  

 To actively participate in a joint audit of  
selected cases that have been referred to 
the MASE Panel to ensure services are  
being directed and offered to vulnerable 
exploited young people 

 To deliver Level 3  training to BHC staff on 
FGM, CSE, Honour Based Violence and 
Witchcraft, the MASH, MARAC and MASE 

 To ensure all BHC staff are compliant with 
identified training needs 

 To offer a weekday 9-5pm consultation  
service for all BHC staff on all safeguarding 
children matters 

 To undertake an audit on supervision of 
staff, to identify any gaps in record keeping 
and practice and also to access the quality 
of the supervision from the supervisees  
perspective 

 

POLICING 

 

3.52 The Local Policing Model has now been  
established since September 2013. This 
saw an increase in the number of staff in 
the missing person unit by two detective 
constables. In addition a review will be  
undertaken in 2014-15 into how  
safeguarding for children is managed  
looking at the borough based systems and 
the centrally based child protection teams.  

 

3.53 In June 2013, the Sapphire Command 
(SCO2) and the child Abuse Investigation 
merged to form the Sexual offences,  
Exploitation and Child Abuse Command 
(SOECA). This does not affect the  
investigation on child abuse allegations but 
has resulted in police officers joining the 
command from Sapphire and Homicide 
(SCO1). 

 

3.54 During 2013-14, the Chair of BSCB  
requested a report from LB Bromley  
regarding the appropriate adult service, 
emergency accommodation for young  
people who have been arrested and  
detained overnight and the recording of 
overnight detention. BSCB is satisfied that 
the arrangements for the appropriate adult 
service are effective but the Board has  
requested a multi agency audit of the  
safeguarding implications of the current  
arrangements for detaining young people 
overnight in Bromley. The audit will be  
scrutinised by BSCB in 2014-15. 

 

CHILDREN’S SOCIAL CARE 
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Audits 

3.55 Bromley Children’s Social Care carried out a 
full programme of audits in 2013-14 which 
were reported to the BSCB QA& PM  
Committee and helped to identify a number 
of key areas where the service could make 
improvements. The majority of these  
recommendations have been put in place 
and those which remain to be actioned 
have been added to the appropriate work 
plan. The 2013-14 programme included: 

 

 Child Protection thresholds for children with 
disabilities; 

 Leaving Care Team; 

 Children in Need/Teenage and Parent  
Support Service (TAPSS); 

 Step up/step down in safeguarding; and 

 Child Protection strengthening families 

Continuous assessment 

 

3.56 The 2014-15 programme for audits is  
ongoing and future areas for development 
have been identified.   

 

Multi Agency Support Hub (MASH) 

3.57 MASH is now fully implemented within the 
Referral and Assessment Service and the 
continuous assessment framework (Social 
Work Assessment) will be used for all cases 
starting in July 2014. Police and Health are 
co-located within the MASH team.  Bespoke 
software, MASH Protects, has been  
purchased and implemented to support the 
management of data.  Performance data is 
being collected and will be regularly  
recorded within the Performance Digest.  

 

3.58 The recent co-location of agencies in  
Bromley is at an early stage and it is too 
early to tell the impact on numbers of  
referrals to Children’s Social Care. There 
does however appear to be anecdotal  
evidence of closer working relationships. 
For instance in cases involving children 
where there is a health visitor involved and 

issues have been raised that do not meet 
the criteria for Children’s Social Care,  
discussions with the MASH health colleague 
has meant a greater focus or extra visits by 
the health visitor. 

 

Early Help 

3.59 The Early Intervention Performance Digest 
has been fully developed and is able to  
provide data on vulnerable families,  
facilitating future service improvement  
recommendations. It specifically shows step 
up and step down data to enable Children’s 
Social Care to measure how well it is  
targeting children in need.  It clearly shows 
there is a year on year increase in the take 
up of Children’s Centres activities.  Health 
visitors have also been co-located to two 
Children’s Centres. 

 

3.60 The Tackling Troubled Families Programme 
has hit its targets for payments by results 
and achieved full funding drawdown.  The 
funding is used to employ a team of eight 
Family Practitioners who work closely with 
families to achieve outcomes.  A plan is  
currently being developed to employ a  
further four practitioners to specialise in 
working specifically with Children in Need 
and subject to a plan. Specific links are  
being made with Bromley’s behaviour units 
and Tackling Troubled Families support 
workers as part of targeting vulnerable  
children’s groups. 

 

Children in Care 

3.61 BSCB continues to monitor the  
safeguarding arrangements for children in 
care. The Board scrutinises the Annual  
Report of the Independent Reviewing  
Officer (IRO) Service and the QA&PM  
Committee regularly reviews data on  
children in care through the safeguarding 
dataset. 

 

3.62 The Living In Care Council (LinCC) website 
was successfully launched at the  
celebration of achievement awards  
ceremony in November 2013 and is a  
useful resource for Bromley looked after 
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children. A Film workshop is being held in 
August 2014 as part of the Children in Care 
summer programmes and will provide  
participants with the opportunity to make a 
series of short films for the publication on 
this website. During 2013, the LinCC  
supported the development of training and 
recruitment DVDs for foster carers. In July/
August 2013 the ‘welcome packs’ for  
children in care were updated and  
distributed by social workers. These packs 
include the DVD produced by LinCC  
members. These will be regularly updated 
and are provided to all children and young 
people.  

 

3.63 Children in Care were also offered the  
opportunity to be involved with the  
recruitment process for members of staff. 
Training sessions were held in October 
2013 and also in February 2014 and have 
been attended by a small group of young 
people who have actively participated in  
interviews.  

 

3.64 The Foster Carers Handbook has been fully 
updated and was re-launched this year. This 
online resource which is available for all 
Bromley Foster Carers offers advice,  
guidance and access to relevant  
information. The feedback received back 
from foster carers has been very positive.  

 

3.65 The training programme for foster carers 
has been reviewed and updated and an  
annual foster carer conference was  
introduced in 2013 attended by foster  
carers , social workers and supervising  
social workers.   

 

3.66 The Independent Reviewing Service (IRO) 
carried out a stakeholder consultation in 
March 2014. The response rates varied  
between stakeholder groups, 40% for foster 
carers, 21% for social workers and 12% for 
children’s guardians. In all groups, the  
majority of recipients rated the service they 
received as either excellent or good. The 
IRO service have been developed during 
2013-14 to strengthen their role and  
function in driving up the quality of care 

plans.  Mid way monitoring of care plans 
has also been introduced. 

 

3.67 Independent advocates have  been  
engaged to undertake return home  
interviews for looked after children who go 
missing and feedback will be included in 
contract monitoring meetings from July 
2014.  

 

Care Proceedings and Court Pilot 

3.68 The Bromley and Bexley Court Pilot  
concluded on 31 March 2014.  The Pilot 
ran for 14 months with a Case Manager 
tracking and monitoring all court work and 
outcomes for cases in care proceedings 
across both boroughs and reported to the 
Chair of the Court Pilot Project Board.  The 
Project Board had representation from each 
borough, the Judiciary, CAFCASS, Lawyers 
and other stakeholders.  The focus was to 
support partners to work together to  
implement the new Public Law Outline in 
time for the introduction of the Children and 
Families Act 2014, which has made the 
conclusion of care proceedings within 26 
weeks a legal requirement. Under the Pilot 
Bromley issued 53 sets of proceedings 
which concerned 91 Children.  Bromley’s 
average number of weeks for concluding 
care proceedings at the start of the pilot 
was 42 weeks against a national average of 
45 weeks and by the end of the Pilot  
Bromley’s average for concluding care  
proceedings was 24 weeks.  In September 
2013 CAFCASS, in its Second Quarter Heat 
Map reported Bromley as being ahead of 
the curve for London and was scored as 
Green alongside only two other London  
Boroughs, which was an excellent  
achievement.   

 

Private Fostering 

3.69 BSCB monitors the arrangements in place 
for privately fostered children in Bromley. 
The Quality Assurance & Performance  
Monitoring Committee (QA&PM) considers 
the quarterly data on private fostering and 
BSCB receives the local authority annual 
report to scrutinise the arrangements the 
local authority has in place to discharge its 
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duties in relation to private fostering. At the 
beginning of 2013-14, Bromley already had 
3 children subject to Private Fostering  
arrangements. During the 12 month  
reporting period, the Local Authority was 
notified of 10 new children subject to  
Private Fostering arrangements; 8 of which 
were deemed to be long-term arrangements 
for on-going monitoring and support and the 
remaining two cases were monitored and 
ceased as both young people became  
sixteen in July and September 2013. Two 
other private fostering arrangements were 
ended in April and July 2013. 

 

3.70 All private fostering notifications have been 
acted in accordance with the local  
authorities policies and procedures. The 
local authority has a Lead Officer for Private 
Fostering who has been working with  
partner agencies such as language school 
and other professionals to raise awareness 
and to ensure the safety and well-being of 
privately fostered children. Robust oversight 
and monitoring of performance is being  
undertaken by Children’s Social Care Senior 
Management Team. Bromley is now a  
member of the Private Fostering Specialist 
interest Group (PFSIG) run by BAAF and this 
has been helpful to determine areas  
Bromley can improve its performance  
regarding Private Fostering.  

 

3.71 Statutory visits were completed within the 
timescale except where some of the foreign 
language students were out of the country 
due to school half term or summer school 
holiday.  

 

3.72 Awareness raising activities has made no 
differences in increasing notifications  
during the reporting year. Research and 
good practice suggest the most effective 
awareness campaign should  focus  
primarily  on  the local authorities own staff, 
GP’s,  School admissions and language  
colleges. As a result, the private fostering 
communication strategies have been  
reviewed in line with the existing evidence 
of good practice.   

 

3.73 The Private Fostering policies and  
procedures are currently being reviewed. 
The Bromley Council and BSCB websites will 
be updated with private fostering  
information and new leaflets will be  
developed for privately fostered children, 
their parents and carers as well as  
professionals and members of the public. 
The leaflets will be available both online 
and hard copy by the end of November 
2014. 

 

CHALLENGES 

Embedding the Learning and Improvement  
Framework 

3.74 Now that the BSCB Learning and  
Improvement Framework is in place, the 
challenge is to ensure that agencies learn 
from the findings and take appropriate  
action to improve outcomes for children and 
young people in Bromley. The QA&PM  
committee has put measures in place for 
2014-15 to ensure that there is regular  
follow up and monitoring of actions arising 
from audits and case reviews. 

 

3.75 In addition, the revised BSCB quarterly  
dataset will be available in 2014-15,  
supporting members in identifying changes 
in the key areas of safeguarding children 
and promoting an ethos of continuous  
improvement. The challenge will be to  
ensure that the dataset is fully embedded. 

 

Domestic Abuse 

3.76 Domestic abuse is a consistent feature of 
child protection cases and serious case  
reviews nationally. In February 2014, CAADA 
(Co-ordinated action against domestic 
abuse) published its second national policy 
report ‘In Plain Sight: Effective help for  
children exposed to domestic abuse’  
highlighting the harm experienced by  
children exposed to domestic abuse.  
Domestic abuse continues to be a priority 
for BSCB and following a multi-agency case  
review carried out in February 2014, BSCB 
is proposing to set up a Domestic Abuse 
Task and Finish Group. The BSCB Domestic 
Abuse Task and Finish Group will work with 
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the Bromley Domestic Abuse and VAWG  
Forum and focus specifically on the impact 
of domestic abuse on children and young 
people. 

 

3.77 The overall aims of the Domestic Abuse 
Task and Finish Group are: 

 To make recommendations to the BSCB 
Board to ensure that children living with  
domestic abuse are safeguarded; 

 To raise awareness of the impact of  
domestic abuse on children and young  
people. 

 

Voice of Children & Young People 

3.78 A key theme in the BSCB Business Plan 
2014-15 is to listen to children, young  
people and their families to enable BSCB to 
understand the impact of safeguarding 
work and ensure their views are reflected in 
the work of BSCB. In addition, all agencies 
will continue to develop work to ensure that 
young people’s views are evidenced and it 
can be seen how they contribute to  
decisions being made about them.  
Throughout the next year BSCB will look to 
build on the work undertaken in 2013-14. 

 

Listening to Frontline Practitioners – planned  
Survey 

3.79 In February 2014, the Board agreed to  
introduce an annual survey for frontline 
practitioners. Evidence from the Munro  
review on child protection systems and 
practice in England informs us that a  
confident and involved workforce, who feel 
heard and responded to, and a workforce 
that believes it is suitably resourced to do 
its job, leads to effective safeguarding  
practice.  

 

3.80 The view of staff is important to our  
understanding of how well local  
safeguarding practice is working.   An  
on-line practitioner survey of the view of 
frontline staff has been developed and it is 
proposed that this is repeated on an annual 
basis. The first survey will be undertaken 
between July – September 2014. 

3.81 In addition, BSCB will continue to host  
Safeguarding Network Forums to share key 
learning and encourage engagement  
between BSCB and practitioners. 

 

Changes in Probation 

3.82 The Board has received regular updates on 
the changes the Ministry of Justice are  
making to Probation including the creation 
of a new national Probation Service to  
manage the high risk offenders and  
undertake all initial assessments and the 
creation of 21 Competed Package Areas 
(CPAs) to manage all medium and low risk 
offenders. The Board will continue to  
monitor the safeguarding implications of 
the changes throughout 2014-15 and  
considers it a priority to ensure that  
Probation continues to be represented on 
the Board and other committees to ensure 
that the new probation Service and CPA are 
held to account. 

 

Self harm in young people 

3.83 Self harm appears to be an increasing issue 
for young people in Bromley, and there is 
some evidence that rates of presentation to 
services with self harm are higher in  
Bromley than in most London boroughs.  

 

3.84 In Bromley, most of the attendees  
presented due to self-cutting as opposed to 
self-poisoning suggesting a possible shift in 
self-harming behaviours. Of particular note 
were the common ‘triggers’ of a new  
episode of self-harm that presented to A&E, 
which included family arguments, bullying 
and already being an inpatient on a mental 
health unit.  

 

3.85 The evidence that self harm may be reduced 
by psychological well-being programmes for 
young people and gatekeeper training for 
those who they may present to is being  
taken forward in secondary schools, A&E at 
the PRUH and CAMHs services in the  
borough.  
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4.1 BSCB monitors and evaluates the  
effectiveness of what is done by partner 
agencies individually and collectively to 
safeguard and promote the welfare of  
children. It does this through its business 
plan and evaluates the effectiveness and 
accountability of partners through Section 
11 audits, multi-agency audits, a quarterly 
dataset and monitoring of action plans. 

 

PERFORMANCE MONITORING 

 

4.2 In Bromley, partners acknowledge the  
importance of regularly receiving multi-
agency information on safeguarding as an 
essential element of holding agencies to 
account. A quarterly dataset is produced to 
support this role. It focuses on the core  
areas of child protection and the  
information can identify the need for  
improvements in service or enhanced joint 
work to minimise safeguarding risks. For 
the first time this year, the quarterly dataset 
has included data from a range of agencies 
including children’s social care, health, the 
police and probation. The dataset has been 
widened to report on child sexual  

exploitation, children missing from home 
and care, and children missing from  
education. A summary of some of the key 
data is below. 

 

Prevention and Early Intervention Services 

4.3 Within Bromley the Common Assessment 
Framework (CAF) is used as a holistic  
assessment of need, leading to a co-
ordinated provision of services, involving a 
Lead Professional and ‘Team Around the 
Child/Family’ approach where appropriate. 
The total number of CAFs for 2013/14 is 
597. This represents a significant increase 
compared to last year’s total of 335 and is 
in fact the highest annual number since the 
CAF was launched in Bromley.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 4: Sufficiency of arrangements 
to safeguard children and young people 
in Bromley  
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4.4 There are several contributory reasons for the 
increase:‐ 

  A targeted piece of work with schools 

 The launch of a new CAF form 

 A greater focus on stepping cases down from 
Social Care 

 The offer of individual CAF training 

  

4.5  Work with schools - Last year’s CAF figures 
showed a significant drop from both primary 
and secondary schools compared to  
previous years. The CAF Team undertook a 
targeted piece of work focussing on schools 
that were completing a high number of 

CAFs but had reduced their output and 
schools who had completed few or no CAFs 
but are located in areas of deprivation.  
Individual meetings were set up with a  
number of these schools. 

 

4.6 The launch of a new CAF form - the new CAF 
form was launched in July 2013 with two 
launch events hosted by BSCB attended by 
160 participants. The form was devised to 
encourage greater use of the CAF process 
within Bromley. It has been simplified from 
the original version and can be used as a 
family CAF in that more than one child can 
be included in the assessment.  

Figure 5 – Common Assessment Framework (CAF) numbers comparison between 2012-13 and 2013-
14 

Figure 6 – Breakdown of CAF numbers from schools over the past 3 years 
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4.7 An increase in cases stepping down from 
Social care – there has continued to be an 
increase in cases stepping down from  
Social Care in line with Bromley  
Safeguarding Threshold Guidance (see  
Figure 7  for a breakdown of CAFs received 
via agency/service).  

 

4.8 The offer of individual CAF training – over 
the past year the CAF Team have completed 
a number of request based training  
sessions in addition to the CAF Training  
facilitated via BSCB. These have included a 
number of schools and pre-school settings, 
Adult Mental Health, Portage, the Youth  

Policing Team, Childminders, Midwives, 
Health Visitors and School Nursing.  

 

4.9 As can be seen from Figure 8 the main  
category for CAF completion has been  
parental issues impacting on the child for 
example, neglect, parental conflict, mental 
health issues, etc. This is in contrast to  
previous years when the child/young person 
displaying behavioural issues has  
consistently been the top category. For  
example, aggression, disruptive behaviour 
within school, drinking/drug use, etc.  

 

Figure 7 - Breakdown of CAF numbers completed by agencies/services during 2013-14 

Figure 8 - Primary reason for CAF completion during 2013-14 
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4.10 Figure 9 below shows the outcomes of CAFs 
completed during 2013-14. The CAF Team 
transferred from using Capita ONE to  
Synergy Connect for recording CAF data in 
April 2013. As part of that transfer the CAF 
Team completed a data cleanse. The ‘no 
response from referrer’ relates largely to 
that data cleanse.  Many of the CAFs on 
ONE were very old. Some of the young  
people were over 18 or had left school. 
Some CAFs were closed due to a lack of  
response from the author/agencies despite 
a number of letters being sent out. Going 
forward the CAF Team plan to run requests 
for updates on a regular basis if there is a 
pattern of no response from individuals or 
agencies this will be taken up. It is  
important that where there is a CAF in place 
for a child/young person it is being actively 
progressed.   

 

4.11 The overall trend across all Early  

Intervention and Prevention Services is one 
of solidly increasing engagement. Bromley 
Children Project Children and Family  
Centres are enjoying record levels of  
attendance year-on-year with 2013/14’s 
69,355 total active unique service users 
besting 2012/13 (56,607), by 12,748. 

 

Performance Patterns in Child Protection 

 

4.12 All referrals to Children’s Social Care are 
now made through the Multi Agency  
Support Hub (MASH) with colleagues from 
the police and health service co-located 
with local authority staff at the Civic Centre. 
This provides more cohesive decision  
making and sharing of appropriate  
information. Figure 11  shows the number 
of initial contacts made to children’s social 
care. There were 9928 contacts made in 
2013-14 which is slightly less than the 

Figure 9 - Outcomes of CAFs completed during 2013-14  

Figure 10 – All Children and Family Centres: Access to Services – All children and families including 
those in target groups most in need of support and intervention 
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10,069 in 2012-13.There was a small  
reduction in referrals made in 2013-14 
compared to the previous year, however  
re-referrals remains consistent. Following a 
successful pilot all children’s referral and 
assessment teams are now using a single 
assessment model instead of the previous 
initial and core  
assessment model. By using the  
Strengthening Families model this is  
consistent with that used in multi-agency 
child protection conferences and focuses 
on the experiences of the chid. 

 

4.13 The number of children subject to a child 
protection plan in March 2014 was 262 
compared with 184 at March 2013. 

 

4.14 The number of children in care at the end of 
March 2014 was 268 compared with 277 
in March 2013. Research evidence  
suggests that children who are looked after 
achieve much better outcomes if placed in 
a placement that can fully meet their needs 
and wherever possible is close to the  
geographical area that they are familiar with 
and enables them to have continued  
contact with significant people in their lives. 

 

4.15 For all but a very small cohort, the most  
appropriate placement is with foster carers.  
The number of children placed with foster 
carers (including family and friends foster 
carers) in 2013/13 was 69%, down slightly 
on 2012/13 (71%).  However, the number 

 

Figure 11 – MASH and Referral and Assessment Activity 

Figure 12– Children subject to a Child Protection Plan 
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of children and young people placed in  
residential accommodation fell from 16% in 
2013/14 to 13% in 2013/14. 

 

4.16 We continue to actively recruit local foster 
carers to meet our needs, and in particular 
those who are able to offer placement to 
disabled children, adolescents and sibling 
groups. 

 

4.17 Figure 15 shows the school attainment  
levels for Children in Need (CIN) and Looked 
After Children (LAC). The percentage of 
Bromley Looked After Children achieving 5 
GCSEs at A*-C (16%) was in line with the 
national figure for Looked After Children of 
15.3% for academic year 2012/13.  The 
KS4 reporting cohort for this academic year 
was the smallest for some years and,  
notably, 78% had recorded SEN.   

 

4.18 Overall school attendance for Bromley 
Looked After Children is good. Persistent 
absence, however, is frequently a pre-
existing feature of the lives of children who 
become looked after during adolescence 
and reluctance to engage with an education 
provider can be one of the biggest  
challenges of working with them.  The  
figures for persistent absence also include 
children who are missing from placement 
and those whose medical conditions or  
disability means that they have prolonged 
periods when they are unable to access 
school 

 

4.19 Bromley has had no reported permanent 
exclusions of looked after children since 
2008 and the number of fixed term  
exclusions has decreased year on year over 
this period. This is the result of increased 
levels of support offered to both individual 
pupils and their schools by the Virtual 

Figure 13 – Children becoming subject to a plan for physical emotional or sexual abuse or neglect (rate 
per 10,000 population)  

Figure 14 – Number of Children in Care 
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School and of improved collaborative  
working between the Service and  
colleagues in the Behaviour Service, SEN 
and Education Welfare and our local 
schools.  Fixed term exclusions of looked 
after children have been reducing  
consistently since 2009.  This represents a 
reduction both in the number of days and in 
the number of pupils experiencing  
exclusion.  This trend is not borne out 
among our statistical neighbours, most of 
whom saw an increase in the numbers of 
fixed term exclusions in 2011.   

 

SECTION 11 AUDITS 

 

4.20 It is a statutory requirement for agencies to 
complete a Section 11 agency self-
assessment on safeguarding children. In 
Bromley this runs as a two-year rolling  
programme - the 2011-13 programme was  
completed in January 2014. Submissions 
are made to the Quality Assurance &  
Performance Monitoring Committee 
(QAPM). This is a significant change to  
previous years when paper-based  
submissions would be made at the same 

time biennially.  The change provides time 
for in depth discussion of each submission 
and a presentation by agency senior staff, 
where they can be held to account for their  
arrangements.  In submitting self-
assessments agencies reflect not only on 
their compliance with the section 11  
Standards, but also must address this  
within the context of agency challenges, 
successes and Board priorities. This new 
approach facilitates improved  
understanding between agencies of  
operational and strategic contexts and  
challenges.   

 

4.21 The changes have been a milestone in  
Section 11 reporting in Bromley. it raised 
the status and importance of this statutory 
duty and has provided opportunities for  
inter-agency challenge leading to change in 
practice. BSCB has kept abreast of these 
challenges through logging issues and  
actions raised in this process and reviewing 
them regularly at the QAPM committee.  

 

4.22 BSCB uses an adapted version of the  

Figure 15 – Comparison of Children in Need (CIN) and Looked After Children (LAC) achievement data by 
contextual factors 
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Section 11 tool developed by the London 
Board. In doing so this relieves some  
burden on agencies reporting to several 
Boards.  

 

4.23 Of the notable milestones in Section 11  
reporting in Bromley,  there were important 
firsts within the programme. One of which 
was a Section 11 for schools which was  
reported on in last year’s annual report.  

 

4.24 The London Borough of Bromley’s Early 
Years Service  also provided an audit for the 
first time. There are a significant number of 
private and voluntary providers of early 
years provision in Bromley and the team 
identified a plan to send a questionnaire to 
the range of providers and ask for  
information on their safeguarding  
arrangements. 

 

4.25 Bromley is home to one of few secure  
mental health hospitals for children and 
young people, Oakview.  Oakview provided a 
Section 11 audit and presented to the QA & 
PM Committee. This was the first  
opportunity for BSCB, in session, to  
challenge the agency. 

 

4.26 London Borough of Bromley Adult Services 
also provided a comprehensive audit to the 
Board. The programme ensured that key 
services as outlined in Working Together 
2013 made separate and comprehensive 
submissions.  The Youth Service & Youth 
Offending Service also made a first  
separate submission.   

 

4.27 The voluntary sector was audited via an  
on-line survey promoted through the  
Children and Families Forum and the Safe 
Network.  Due to the limited response, an 
alternative audit approach for this sector is 
being considered for 2014-15.  

 

4.28 The audits indicate that the majority of 
agencies are compliant with their duties  
under Section 11 of the Children Act 2004 
and in fact striving to enhance their  

services and practice through  
improvements.  Significant concerns were 
raised about one agency, Oakview Hospital 
and these were in the process of being  
addressed. Historically there had been a 
number of allegations made against staff at 
the hospital and BSCB had become  
involved earlier when the hospital was  
undergoing significant proprietary and  
managerial changes. The Care Quality  
Commission (CQC) had also found areas for 
concern in an earlier inspection, which were 
addressed and on re-inspection the  
standards were met. Concerns about  
practice and monitoring were expressed by 
members of the QA&PM Committee and the 
agency was asked to provide a fuller  
report at a later date. The agency were in a 
transitional phase with management and 
staff changes, whilst also updating their  
systems and procedures and responding to 
inspection.  On re-submission of their  
Section 11 it was clear that significant  
improvements had been made in terms of 
staff training.  Comprehensive quality,  
monitoring and recording systems were put 
in place.  Concerns about the number of 
allegations against staff were explored  
within the context of the changes and the 
nature of the institution.  Challenge from 
other agencies including the police and  
Children’s Social Care included asking  
Oakview to remind placing authorities /
agencies of their duty to notify Bromley  
Children’s Social Care. Oakview  improved 
their systems to emphasise this to referrers 
and the local authority are monitoring  
notifications. 

  

4.29 At various points in the Section 11  
programme, agencies challenged each  
other to provide evidence of compliance 
such as monitoring and service changes. 
Examples include the youth service having 
clear records of all training undertaken by 
staff and improved access to BSCB training 
for early years providers, the provision of 
details of the hospital’s school and  
education provision by South London and 
Maudsley NHS Trust.  

 

4.30 A pattern in the Section 11 for health  
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partners was the uncertainty and  
implementation of significant strategic and 
operational changes in the health sector. 
Partners followed NHS structural changes 
closely, seeking assurance that the role of 
the ‘named safeguarding’ officer remained 
within the governance structure of all  
agencies.   

 

4.31 Safeguarding arrangements within  
commissioned services was raised as an 
important area to monitor within London 
Borough of Bromley Education Care Health 
Services (ECHS).  As more services and 
functions are outsourced to external  
providers, members recognised the  
importance of securing safeguarding  
arrangements. The issue was raised at 
ECHS senior management team in a bid to 
ensure consistency across the council.  

 

4.32 Agencies are asked to rate their compliance 
to the standards using the following status:   

 Red – not achieved, significant delays,  
concerns about practice.  

 Amber – delays, further development  
required, moving towards achievement/
effective practice.  

 Green – achieved, good progress or working 
effectively 

 

Agency Challenges 

4.33 Agencies identified challenges faced by 
their organisation as part of the strategic 
context. The police structure at both  
borough level and child abuse investigation 
command experienced staff reduction and 
re-configuration of services.  Health  
agencies moved into a new phase with the 
development and launch of clinical  
commissioning groups, and SLHT went into 
administration and eventually the Princess 
Royal University Hospital has come under 
the management of the Kings College  
Hospital Trust.  This has been a  
considerable undertaking and has been 
closely monitored by BSCB as staff changes 
occurred.  During the period, the  
government’s programme on schools  
becoming academies was implemented. All 

secondary schools in Bromley have become 
academies over the past two-three years, 
with a number of primary schools also  
making the change. There have been  
significant implications for local authority 
support services, however safeguarding 
lead officer support for schools remains in 
place. 

 

4.34 Operational challenges were also evident.  
The health sector has a tradition of using 
agency staff, necessary for the flexibility  
required in the care sector.  Local Authority 
Designated Officer reporting and  
information shows that this can be  
associated with higher levels of allegations 
against professionals. Details about the use 
of agency staff in SLAM and Oakview, their 
training, criminal and disclosure barring  
service (DBS) records were issues that 
arose during section 11 enquiries. Both 
agencies had robust plans to move towards 
a reduction of agency staff, using bank staff 
(employed by and trained by the  
organisation). 

 

4.35 The youth service audit raised issues for 
partners to encourage their use of CAF for 
older young people to obtain a  
comprehensive assessment of need. The 
exploration by all agencies around working 
with young people contributed to a focus on 
this age group in multi-agency audits and in 
particular the audit on Missing Children. 

 

4.36 The national consultation on proposals to 
change the early years sector adult-child 
ratios was closely monitored for its possible 
impact on safeguarding standards and  
provider arrangements. Cost of training and 
its implications for accessing training were 
also reviewed by the partners.  

 

How agencies addressed BSCB priorities 

4.37 All agencies, to varying degrees engaged 
with BSCB priorities including: 

 

 involvement in the child sexual exploitation 
strategy, training and provision of services 
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 Involvement in reviewing and rewriting the 
missing children procedure in 2013. 

 

4.38 A number of agencies were able to highlight 
their membership of BSCB groups,  
committees and panels at various levels all 
of which support BSCB priorities.  Agencies 
were able to evidence support for  
operational groups such as the hospitals 
Psycho-social meeting which facilitates  
discussion between health and social care 
professionals on patients with mental 
health issues and their families.   

 

Conclusion & Future Development 

4.39 The revised process for undertaking Section 
11 self-audit has been robust and effective. 
It has facilitated interagency challenge 
through holding agencies to greater  
account.  In a number of areas it has led to 
service improvement. It enabled BSCB to 
work effectively with partners as they  
underwent significant structural and  
operational changes. The QA & PM  
Committee managed the process, agreeing 
the schedule, monitoring actions and issues 
that arose.     

 

4.40 Going forward the QA& PM Committee has 
implemented several improvements for 
2014-15 in order to improve the process. 
This includes: 

 

 Amending the self-audit tool to help agencies 
to clearly identify services delivered by  
agencies within the borough  

 Changing standard 7 to ask agencies to state 
how Board priorities are specifically being 
met by the agency. 

 Improving the issues and actions log to also 
show compliance with the standards and  
actions in relation to specific standards, 
alongside challenges made by the Board.  

 

MULTI-AGENCY AUDITS 

 

4.41 BSCB between April 2013 and March 2014 

undertook three multi-agency audits  
covering Child Protection Arrangements, 
Missing Children and Early Intervention  
Arrangements. An audit of the Voluntary 
Sector  commenced, but due to a poor  
response it was not concluded. Proposals 
for a different approach are to be  
developed.  

 

4.42 In addition, the audit programme for 2014 
was agreed by the Board in January 2014. A 
case review into domestic violence and  
audits on core group effectiveness and 
child protection plans; neglect; child sexual  
exploitation; and a re-audit of missing  
children are planned for the 2014-15. 

 

4.43 An analysis of BSCB’s multi-agency audits 
conducted in 2013-14 identifies many 
themes relevant to practice. Much learning 
relates to assessment, information sharing, 
referral quality and ensuring that the views 
of young people are taken into account in 
service delivery. The summary below  
highlights a number of key findings related 
to these broad areas. The findings from 
each audit are available on the BSCB  
website within practice guidance. BSCB  
encourages agencies to share the guidance 
widely with relevant staff. 

 

4.44 Each audit considers the process and  
effectiveness of procedures through  
exploring individual cases. They investigate 
the quality of working relationships between 
partners to safeguard children and draw on 
relevant data about performance to set the 
audit in context.  The scope of audits is  
refined and developed by a small team of 
key partner agencies who form a Multi-
Agency Audit Group. This group convenes to 
manage and have oversight of the audits.  A 
Multi- Agency Audit Team acts as a panel to 
draw together the findings of each agency 
to formulate overarching recommendations.  

 

4.45 The Child Protection Arrangements Audit 
considered the process from Section 47  
referral to Child Protection Review meeting.  
In fact, questions related to early  
intervention and case history enabled  
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auditors to comment on timeliness and  
appropriateness of response. Missing  
children are extremely vulnerable and, by 
the nature of their absence, less visible.  
The audit focused on how agencies worked 
together to protect these young people from 
harm.  It considered the services received 
by a sample of young people aged 11-17 
who had gone missing several times; the 
usefulness and effectiveness of the missing 
procedures; professional awareness of the 
vulnerability of missing children;  
assessment and planning for the child or 
young person.  Early Intervention focused 
on the appropriate use of CAF and  
processes within agencies to monitor and 
manage cases where one or two agencies 
were involved and which did not meet the 
threshold for social care.  The focus was on 
effective assessment, appropriate  
information sharing and management of 
cases including monitoring and case  
closure.  

 

Good Practice 

4.46 Each audit provided evidence of good  
practice and it is possible to identify three 
key themes that can  be applied more  
widely to practice across agencies.  In  
conducting the audits it was particularly 
helpful when case files were linked to  
supervision records. Not only was it noted 
that decision-making processes were more 
transparent and auditors noted that in 
those cases case drift was less evident.  
Audits indicated that where there was  
frequent communication between partner 
agencies on a case, the outcome for  
children was enhanced.  Interventions  
appeared to be more likely to be effective. 
Referrals to social care were generally good 
and timely. Audits also suggested that  
agencies valued inter-agency panels and 
forums where cases could be discussed.  

 

4.47 One example of good partnership work  
related to protecting an unborn child. It 
demonstrated prompt and accurate referral, 
good quality assessment and persistence 
and good discharge planning across  
agencies in protecting an unborn baby out 
of hours, where the mother had parental 

mental health issues.    

 

Key areas where safeguarding is going well 

4.48 Audits highlighted a number of areas where 
Bromley partners currently work together 
effectively to protect and safeguard children 
and young people living in the borough: 

 

 Evidence of timely referrals being made to 
children’s social care with mainly accurate 
information included.   Some agencies are 
aware of the range of support and early  
intervention services available locally;  

 Regular supervision of cases and  
management oversight in agencies; 

 Child protection plans, which are now  
modelled on the Strengthening Families 
approach to child protection conferences, 
are outcome focused and plans tend to be 
smart; 

 CAF is being used by agencies and the CAF 
team escalate appropriately to social care; 

 Where there is a lead for a case or there is 
frequent good communication and  
information sharing between professionals 
working on a case, outcomes for the child 
appear enhanced; 

 Young people are generally seen regularly 
and their views are heard, though could be 
better recorded. 

 

Key areas for improvement  

4.49 Specific areas for improvement emerged 
from the audits such as improving assess-
ment through raising professional  
awareness of the risk factors and  
vulnerabilities associated with child sexual 
exploitation and missing children.  Details 
for these can be found within the Board’s 
practice guides which are available from the 
website. Child sexual exploitation was a  
priority for the Board over the past year and 
awareness raising activities were being  
undertaken or about to commence for  
several agencies:  

 

 Reviewing risk regularly such as changes to 
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family circumstances such as household 
composition or where a case is not  
progressing make reviewing risk regularly 
an important practice issue;  

 The use of the CAF to support good  
information sharing requires continued  
promotion; 

 In general, referrals to other agencies or to 
social care are appropriate and timely.  It 
was noted that where referrals were  
detailed, clear and accurate with correct 
family details provided, this supported the 
receiving agency to respond appropriately 
and promptly; 

 Supervision could be used more effectively 
to help staff to reflect on the risk factors 
associated with complex cases- e.g. neglect 
and case drift, apparent compliance or 
working with challenging parents. 

 

4.50 A key area for development for the board is 
to capture the views of children and young 
people. This is an area that all agencies 
continue to develop to ensure that their 
views are evidenced and it can be seen how 
they contribute to decisions being made 
about them.  

 

The Impact of Audit 

4.51 Auditing has impacted practice and a  
number of the key multi-agency strategic 
and operational impacts are captured  
below.  In addition, this led to an immediate 
change to the way in which a specific child 
or young person was being worked with.  In 
one case it led to a re-referral to social care, 
in another to interventions by additional 
teams and access to additional services 
and in another improved coherence  
between agencies working with the young 
person.  

 

4.52 A strategic outcome was to push forward 
development of the Child Sexual  
Exploitation (CSE) procedure to support  
professionals in working with young people 
and in joint work to protect young people. It 
also led to improved recording and  
monitoring  as now Multi Agency Sexual  
Exploitation (MASE) meeting minutes are 

formally linked to social care electronic  
records for relevant young people with a 
child protection plan.  This supports CSE 
being embedded in the child protection  
process and supports more effective  
analysis of risk factors. Plans for a specific 
audit on CSE is planned for autumn 2014.   

 

4.53 The audit of missing children led to  
significant changes to the care pathway for 
children who repeatedly runaway.  A new 
service was established to address the 
needs of this particular group with support 
being provided for those over 10 years old 
by the Teenage and Parent Support Service 
which is a social work led service within 
London Borough Bromley.  In addition,  
concerns about missing children will go to 
the same panel that leads on sexual  
exploitation. This approach provides a more 
coherent and co-ordinated approach to 
some very vulnerable young people. A  
revised procedure was agreed in November 
2013. 

 

4.54 The identified good practice from the above 
audits in relation to supervision has led to 
safeguarding supervision being  
incorporated within the BSCB Training  
programme for 2014-15. Promoting good 
practice in safeguarding supervision is  
considered to directly improve reflective 
practice among the wider network of  
professionals and to enhance professional 
confidence in working with complex cases. 

 

4.55 It became increasingly clear in the audit 
process that the voice of young people who 
are children in need or who have a plan was 
not always systematically captured in  
records and therefore it was not always 
clear how their needs and wishes improved 
practice. As a result of the findings the  
Borough has reviewed and re-specified its 
contract with an advocacy service. Clearer 
feedback should be available to social  
workers and other professionals more 
quickly.  Young people will benefit from  
feeling that their  viewpoint has been  
understood and taken into account in  
decision-making.  
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4.56 To enhance professional practice, BSCB has 
disseminated its findings through  
circulating practice guidance, e-bulletins 
and the BSCB newsletter. It has linked 
learning from the practice guidance to its 
core training content and held briefings with 
the Safeguarding Network -  the wider  
professional community working with  
children and their families. 

 

4.57 It is evident that the programme of multi-
agency audits and performance review has 
a positive influence on the Board’s work 
programme, helping to focus on priorities 
and make operational improvements which 
directly impact on young people’s lives.   
The breadth of learning from the range of 
audits undertaken indicate that it remains 
important to audit core processes of child 
protection as well as key themes related to 
priority areas. 

 

MONITORING SINGLE AGENCY AUDITS 

 

4.58 Each year the QA & PM Committee  
establishes an audit plan including a review 
of single agency audits. Inspections are also 
brought to the attention of the committee 
and the Board for discussion and  
monitoring safeguarding actions where  
appropriate. This year a number of audits 
were considered and as a result the  
following agency audits were reviewed in 
more detail by the QA&PM Committee: 

 

 

Bromley Healthcare Audit on Health Care Plans of 
Looked After Children 

4.59 This audit was a repeat of an audit reported 
to the QA&PM Committee in 2010. In 2010 
only 50% of health care plans were up to 
date but this audit found that 98% of health 
care plans had been monitored and were 
up to date. The audit also showed there had 
been increases in the percentage of  
immunisations which were up to date. 

 

Children’s Social Care Audit on the Strengthening 
Families Child Protection Conferences 

4.60 This audit looked at how well the process of 
the Strengthening Families Child Protection 
Conferences, which were introduced in  
August 2012, had been established. The 
audit identified three areas of concern. An 
action plan was put in place to address the 
recommendations. 

 

Bromley Healthcare Audit on Family Needs  
Assessments 

4.61 In previous Serious Case Reviews in  
Bromley, it has been noted that the role of 
fathers/men within the family has not been 
well documented. This audit showed that 
the Family Health Needs Assessment  
currently in use is more robust and provides 
prompts to establish the composition and 
role of the wider family network. It also 
helps to raise awareness of significant 
males within the family home and their  
impact on the children. The amendment 
was introduced in December 2013.It was 
however noted at the time that progress 
was not yet fully embedded. As a result a 
repeat audit was requested to be brought 
back to the QA&PM Committee to monitor 
improvements in 2014-15. 

 

ALLEGATIONS AGAINST PROFESSIONALS 

 

4.62 There are occasions when a child protection 
allegation is made against a professional 
working with children within the borough. 
These allegations are reported to the Local 
Authority Designated Officer (LADO) who 
ensures that any allegations are  
investigated promptly and appropriately. 
The LADO ensures that a record is kept of 
how the allegation was followed up, the  
decisions reached, the action taken and the 
final outcome. 

 

4.63 There were 101 allegations in total referred 
to the LADO service during 2013-14, this 
compares to 88 for the same period in 
2012-13. During the period 2013-14 there 
were 18 allegations against foster carers, 
half of the referrals related to foster carers 
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approved by Independent Fostering  
agencies or other. A total of 41 allegations 
were made against staff working in schools, 
colleges and alternative educational  
provisions. This represents an increase of 
10.5% on the previous year during which 41 
referrals were received from the same  
sector. A total of 23 allegations were  
received from Early Years (excluding child 
minders) provisions in Bromley. 

 

4.64 During the year the multi-agency referral 
form for allegations and the template for 
recording the decisions agreed at strategy 
meetings has been redesigned improving 
the quality of information shared and  
ensuring actions are SMART. The start of 
2014 also saw the implementation of a new 
application for recording allegations which 
is integrated with the overall electronic  
recording system used by children’s social 
care to record safeguarding concerns 
around children and young people. The  
allegations application has restricted  
access thereby maintaining confidentiality. 

 

 

CHILD DEATHS 

 

4.65 The number of deaths of children in  
Bromley showed a downward trend to 2011 
but has since been rising again, largely due 
to increasing deaths in teenagers aged 15-
18. This year there were eighteen Bromley 
children who died during 2013-14. The 
Child Death Overview Panel (CDOP)  
continues to analyse the information for 
each child and report its findings to the 
BSCB Board. In 2013-14 there were four 
routine CDOP meetings, and one special 
meeting to discuss a possible suicide.   

 

4.66 A small proportion of cases take longer than 
twelve months, often due to an impending 
court case or complex information. National 
data shows that such cases are more likely 
to have identifiable modifiable factors 
which need to be examined in depth. Of the 
eleven cases reviewed so far from 2013-14, 
seven were reviewed in less than six 

months, and the rest within eleven months. 
However those cases not yet completed at 
CDOP are mostly very complex cases,  
including two homicides, and the CDOP  
panel has not been able to review those 
cases until the police process is completed. 

 

4.67 There were eleven unexpected deaths in 
2013-14 and seven expected deaths. Eight 
of the deaths were female and ten male. Six 
of the deaths were in babies less than a 
month old. Two of these babies died from 
congenital problems which were complex to 
treat and a good outcome very unlikely. 

 

4.68 The following key learning and actions have 
been taken from these cases: 

 

 

Self-Harm and Risk of Internet 

4.69 Children and young people cannot be  
protected completely from internet sites 
which may encourage them to self-harm or 
even commit suicide. In this context it has 
been recommended that: 

 

 Schools and other services where children 
may access the internet should continue to 
block harmful websites; 

 Schools and other agencies with  
responsibility for children and young people 
should help parents to understand the risks 
to their children of unlimited internet  
access and how to set up effective filters; 

 Programmes are provided which help  
children and young people cope with some 
of the material they are exposed to on the 
internet. This may include resilience  
programmes; 

 Implications for Early intervention by 
CAMHS. 

 

Dangers of leaving very young babies with young 
siblings 

4.70 This issue has come up in other cases over 
the last few years. Key messages from this 
case was feedback to Health Visitors to  
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ensure that they are raising awareness of 
this risk with parents 

 

Measures to ensure that messages about safety of 
children is passed on effectively to parents from 
different ethnicity where language is a barrier. 

4.71 Public Health to work with Children and 
Family Centres on accident prevention in 
young children. 

 

Asthma care in the community 

4.72 Asthma is a common illness and usually 
well controlled but is known to have sudden 
deterioration. As asthma is a common  
illness, this can sometimes detract from its 
potential seriousness. Interventions such as 
Written Asthma action plans are associated 
with reduced mortality and may have been 
beneficial in this case. Regular parent/
patient education about their condition 
would have alerted parents to the signs of 
an acute attack and need to seek medical 
help early. Use of asthma guidelines and 
regular training  for school staff may also 
have helped school staff to identify signs of 
deterioration. Following this case, an  
Asthma event is planned for GPs. 
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5.1 BSCB’s priority is to remain focused on 
safeguarding children, which it delivers 
through offering training, monitoring agency 
performance and the development of  
policies, guidance and strategies as  
required. Moving forward into 2014-15 a 
key focus for BSCB will be on improving  
outcomes for children and young people. 
The Board’s Business Plan for 2014-15 
sets out the following priorities which BSCB 
will work towards: 

 

5.2 The Business Plan is divided into five work 
areas themes: 

 

 Leadership and Accountability – holding 
agencies to account and the Board having a 
strong strategic  
leadership on safeguarding 

 Improve Safeguarding through effective  
communication – the role of promoting  
safeguarding and also good interagency 
working 

 Monitoring and Quality Assurance 

 Improving outcomes for children and young 
people who have been harmed or abused or 
at risk of harm 

 Listening to children and young people and 
improving outcomes. 

 

5.3 Key priorities for 2014-15 include: 

 Evaluating the effectiveness of the BSCB 
training  
programme; 

 Continuing to promote awareness in key  
areas of child protection including domestic 
violence, child sexual exploitation and  
neglect; 

 Continuing to monitor the effectiveness of  
arrangements for safeguarding children 
missing from home and care, and children 
missing education; 

 Continuing to develop mechanisms to listen 
to the views of children and young people; 

 Reviewing the support, engagement and  
impact of Lay Members to enable them to 
develop links between the BSCB and  
community groups and support stronger 
public engagement; 

 Developing and implementing an annual 
survey for frontline practitioners to help  
develop understanding of how well  
safeguarding practice is working; 

 Establishing a Domestic Abuse task and  
finish group; 

 Completing the Serious Case Review  
commissioned in March 2014 and  
embedding the learning; 

 Develop work around children with mental 
health problems and young people who self-
harm making this a focus of the 2014-15 
Annual Conference. 

Section 5: BSCB Priorities for 2014-15  
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A summary of the accounts of the BSCB for 2013-
14 

Section 6: Accounts  

INCOME  

2012-13 Carry Forward £81,595 

Bromley CCG £10,324 

Oxleas NHS Trust £10,324 

Bromley Healthcare £10,324 

King’s College Hospital Trust £10,324 

Metropolitan Police £5,000 

Probation £2,000 

Bromley Mytime £694 

South London & Maudsley NHS Trust £615 

CAFCASS £550 

LBB—ECHS (Adults) £6,115 

LBB—ECHS (Children’s Social Care & Education) £33,686 

Annual Conference £5,850 

Training £33,250 

TOTAL INCOME £210,651 
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EXPENDITURE  

Staff, consultant, office, Independent Chair £99,990 

Training & Annual conference £28,981 

Serious Case Review £0 

Publications, guidance & resources £500 

  

TOTAL EXPENDITURE £129,470 

BALANCE £81,181 
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Section 7: BSCB Membership 
Board Membership 2013-14 

Independent Chair  Independent 

Designated Dr  Bromley CCG 

Clinical Director  Bromley Healthcare 

DCI Borough Police  Metropolitan Police Service 

Director of Quality, Governance and Pa ent Safety  Bromley CCG 

Director of Adult Mental Health and Adult Learning Disability 
Services  

Oxleas NHS Trust 

Care Services Por olio Holder  Council Member 

Assistant Chief Officer  Na onal Proba on Service 

Head of Service Quality Assurance  London Borough of Bromley 

Lay Members  Independent 

Assistant Director Nursing  King’s College Hospital Trust 

Quality Improvement Service Manager  CAFCASS 

Bromley CFVSF Chair  Voluntary Sector 

Assistant Director, Educa on  London Borough of Bromley 

Execu ve Director, Educa on & Care Services  London Borough of Bromley 

Consultant Public Health Medicine  Public Health 

DCI Child Abuse  Inves ga on Team  Metropolitan Police Service 

Designated Nurse for Safeguarding  Bromley CCG 

Assistant  Director, Children’s Social Care  London Borough of Bromley 

BSCB Performance & Improvement Officer  London Borough of Bromley 

BSCB Business Manager  London Borough of Bromley 

Assistant Chief Officer  Croydon and Bromley CRC 
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Named Nurse  South London & Maudsley Trust 

Head of Housing Needs Service  London Borough of Bromley 

Asst Director Legal & Support Services  London Borough of Bromley 

Lead Officer, Educa on Safeguarding  London Borough of Bromley 

Head of Service Early Years  London Borough of Bromley 

Named GP  Bromley CCG 

Safeguarding Named Nurse  Oxleas NHS Trust 

Named Nurse  Bromley Healthcare 

Named Dr  Bromley Healthcare 

Named Nurse  King’s College Hospital Trust 

Named Dr  King’s College Hospital Trust 

Professional Advisors 2013-14 
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Section 8: Essential Information 
Date of Publication: 8 December 2014 

Approval Process: Approved at the BSCB Board meeting on 18 November 2014 

This publication and other information is available on the Bromley Safeguarding Children Board (BSCB) 
website: 

www.bromleysafeguarding.org  

Contact:  Simon Plummer, BSCB Business Manager 

  Simon.Plummer@bromley.gov.uk  
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Located in South-East London, Bromley is the  
largest London borough in the city. At  
approximately 150 square kilometres it is 30% 
larger than the next largest borough. It has over 45 
conservation areas and a wide range of historic 
and listed buildings. 
 

Although Bromley is a relatively prosperous area, 
the communities within Bromley differ  
substantially. The North-East and North-West of 
the borough contend with  similar issues (such as 
higher levels of deprivation and disease  
prevalence) to those found in the inner London 
Boroughs we border (Lambeth, Lewisham,  
Southwark, Greenwich), while in the South, the  
borough compares more with rural Kent and its 
issues. 

 

Bromley benefits from a good number of public 
parks and open spaces as well as sites of natural 
beauty and nature conservation. 

 

The latest (2014) estimate of the resident  
population of Bromley is 320,057, having risen by 
21,775 since 2001.  

 

The resident population is expected to increase to 
330,361 by 2018 and 339,154 by 2023.  

 

Although the number of 0 to 4 year olds is  
projected to decrease by 2019 to 21,016 and then 
to 20,825 by 2024, there has been an increase in 
the number of live births since 2002. The latest 
(2014) GLA population projection estimates show 
that 17.34% of the population is made up of Black 
and minority ethnic (BME) groups; an increase 
from 8.4% in 2001.  

 

The BME group experiencing the greatest increase 
within Bromley’s population is the Black African 
community, from 1.1% of the population in 2001 
to 4.7% of the population in 2024.  

 

(Source: Bromley Joint Strategic Needs  
Assessment 2014) 

Appendix One 

London Borough of Bromley 
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CS14116  
 

London Borough of Bromley 
 

PART 1 - PUBLIC 
 
 

Briefing for Care Services Policy Development and Scrutiny Committee 
Wednesday 21 January 2015 

 

ECHS CONTRACT ACTIVITY REPORT 2014/15 
 

Contact Officer: Wendy Norman, Strategic Manager: Procurement & Contracts 
Tel: 020 8313 4212   E-mail:  wendy.norman@bromley.gov.uk  

Chief Officer: Executive Director of Education, Care & Health Services 

 
 
1. SUMMARY 

1.1 Policy Development and Scrutiny (PDS) Committees are reviewing the contract 
registers and contractual activity of all portfolios.  This report outlines current contractual 
activity in Care and Health Services and sets out plans for activities to be undertaken 
between October 2014 and March 2015.  This report covers all contracts for Children’s 
and Adults’ Social Care contracts; Education contracts are reported separately to the 
Education PDS Committee.  

1.2 Appendix 1 provides detailed information about the history of each of the 82 Care 
Services contracts with a value of more than £200,000. 

1.3 22 contracts are due to expire during the next six months.  Commissioners have already 
considered the actions required as a result of the contracts which appear on the register 
and a programme of work is in place to ensure that pre-tender planning and 
procurement processes will be completed on time and reported as required.  This work 
will result in a number of significant contract awards which will be reported to the 
Portfolio Holder and Executive as appropriate. 

2. THE BRIEFING 

2.1  The Executive and Resources Policy Development and Scrutiny (PDS) Committee has 
recommended that the PDS Committee for each Portfolio reviews the contracts register 
associated with that portfolio. This report covers activity to be undertaken between 
October 2014 and March 2015. 

2.2  Appendix 1 shows 82 Care Services contracts with a value of more than £200,000.  It 
also gives information about the history of each contract.  

2.3  contracts are due to expire during the next six months. Commissioners have already 
considered procurement options and reported these to Members as appropriate.  Action 
plans have been drawn up for all contracts and a programme of work is in place to 
ensure that pre-tender planning and procurement processes will be completed on time.  
This work will result in a number of significant contract awards and/or extension 
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requests which will be reported to the Portfolio Holder and Executive in accordance with 
financial regulations.  

2.4 Major contracts that have been recently awarded are listed below: 

 Supported Living for people with learning disabilities at 213 Widmore Road, 
Lancaster House, Amplio House, Swingfield Court and Goldsmiths Close 

 Community Well-Being Service For Children And Young People 

2.5 Significant tender exercises or extension requests, for contracts above £200k, which will 
be progressed during this period are shown below.   

Contract 
Approximate 

Current Annual 
Value £000 

  

Adult and SEN Passenger Transport Services  £5,800 

Adult Direct Care Services  £6,400 

 

2.7 Public Health has contractual arrangements with a total value of £14m contained within 
a longer term contract with Bromley Healthcare which will expire in March 2016.  
Officers are currently working with colleagues in Public Health and in other London 
boroughs in order to establish how to minimise the duplication of work across boroughs 
and maximise value in these contracts.  

2.8 The Procurement Team has developed and adopted a work plan based on work arising 
from all contracts due to expire during the next three years.  It also outlines the strategy 
to be adopted for commissioning, the responsible commissioner and key milestones.  A 
traffic light mechanism is used to assess the current status of each project and any 
projects with red status are reported to fortnightly divisional management team 
meetings and quarterly to the ECHS Departmental Management Team.  A red status to 
a project might be allocated for example when there is slippage in a project timeline 
resulting from an unexpected lack of interest from the market for a tender. 
Commissioners and Procurement and Contract Compliance staff implement recovery 
plans for projects with red status alerts in order to ensure that the department operates 
within financial regulations. 

2.9 The Contract Compliance Team is responsible for ensuring that all contracts are 
monitored. The level of monitoring undertaken is decided on the basis of a risk 
assessment which takes into account the vulnerability of users, previous performance, 
complaints, safeguarding issues raised and contract value.  Monitoring is proportionate 
to the size of the contract and risk, therefore ensuring that resources are allocated 
appropriately.  The team is also responsible for ensuring that regular performance 
information is received, analysed and reported to relevant commissioners and making 
regular visits to services to ensure that they are delivering high quality services at best 
value.  The team also facilitates regular provider forums in order to engage with the 
supplier market. 

2.10  The ECHS Procurement and Contract Compliance Team leads for the Council on the 
roll out of e-procurement.  E-tendering significantly reduces the officer time and 
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resources spent on procurement exercises and the process has enabled the team to 
complete a high volume of procurement activity during the last two years.  ECHS has 
further developed the use of the e-tendering system for the process of getting 
quotations for lower value goods and services.  

2.11 The ECHS Procurement and Contract Compliance Team is continually working with 
Corporate Procurement to look at the opportunities around joint contracting.  As well as 
developing our own frameworks that are available to other named boroughs to use, we 
also use frameworks developed by other Councils or public bodies where these provide 
appropriate services and avoid procurement activity. 

2.12 The ECHS Procurement Team always employs the most effective method for procuring 
services and this depends on the particular procurement exercise.  Having set up a 
dynamic purchasing framework for Supply Teachers and Tutors for Looked after 
Children out of School during 2013/14, Officers will consider adopting a similar 
approach for future tenders The dynamic purchasing framework allows new providers to 
join the frameworks during their lifetime which is useful where there is a large, or 
developing market.  

2.13 The current market testing of Adult Social Care Services is being run using a 
competitive dialogue process.  This process is more suitable for complex procurement 
projects where different options can be tested and developed as the process proceeds .  

3. FINANCIAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

3.1  There are measures in place to ensure that procurement processes are rigorously 
adhered to.  All Gateway reports where the contract value is above £500k are 
considered by a Council wide Commissioning Board  

3.2 Procurement and Contract Compliance work is carried out in accordance with the 
Council’s Financial Regulations and Procurement Rules. Where appropriate 
procurement exercises are undertaken in accordance with European Union regulations. 
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APPENDIX 1

CARE SERVICES PDS

ID Contract Name Suppliers
Duration 

Months

Duration 

Years
End Date

Original 

Contract 

Value £

Original 

Contract 

Annual Value 

£

No of 

Waivers

Value of 

Contract 

Waivers 

Approved

No of 

Variations / 

Extensions

Value of 

Variations / 

Extensions

2014/15 

Budget £

2014/15 

Projected £

Cost 

Difference £
Comments

Contract-

051006

Older People - 

Residential Care for 

Older People at 

Oatlands

Oatlands Care Ltd 18 1.50 31-Dec-14 £1,500,000 £433,680 0 £0 0 £0 £433,680 £433,680 £0

Contract provides for 18 months with option to extend for 

up to a further 2 years. CPI increase of 1.5% agreed from 

June 2014. Contract not to be extended, as per 

Commissioner 23/09/14, but existing clients to be put onto 

agreed spot rate.

Contract-

022394

Learning Disabilities - 

Care Support at 213 

Widmore Road

Avenues London 66 5.50 01-Jan-15 £2,213,607 £315,000 0 £0 3 £1,268,607 £200,620 £200,620 £0

Part of overall budget for LD Supported Living.  Current 

2014/15 projected cost is £201k.  Approval by CS PDS 

11/3/14 (report CS14028) to extend until Jan 15 to enable 

tendering as a "bundle" with Swingfield Court, Lancaster 

House, Amplio House and Goldsmiths Close. Following a 

tender process, a new contract awarded to Avenues for 

"bundle" by Executive 16/10/14 (report CS15092).

(History: 1 yr Extension approved by PDS 14/6/11 and 

further year on 7/3/12 with provision for additional year 

subject to agreement by Chief Officer and PH.  Original 

contract approved on 17th June 2009 by the Executive). 

CPI  not awarded to date.

Contract-

022393

Learning Disabilities - 

Care Support at 

Swingfield Court

Avenues London 66 5.50 10-Jan-15 £5,695,945 £740,000 0 £0 3 £3,475,945 £686,407 £686,407 £0

Part of overall budget for LD Supported Living. Approval by 

CS PDS 11/3/14 (report CS14028) to extend until Jan 15 to 

enable tendering as a "bundle" with 213 Widmore Road, 

Lancaster House, Amplio House and Goldsmiths Close. 

Following a tender process, a new contract awarded to 

Avenues for "bundle" by Executive 16/10/14 (report 

CS15092).

(History:  Contract Extended to June 2014.  Delegated 

authority to extend for final year until 20/6/14;  1 yr 

Extension approved by PDS 14/6/11 and further year on 

7/3/12 . Original contract approved on 17th June 2009 by 

the Executive).

Contract-

048773

Learning Disabilities - 

Domiciliary Care 

Services at 

Goldsmiths Close

MCCH Society Ltd 33 2.75 10-Jan-15 £399,000 £133,000 0 £0 1 £266,000 £103,000 £103,000 £0

Contract funding is allocated from overall budget for LD 

Supported Living with projected spend based on historic 

service activity.  

Amount will vary dependent on clients and needs.  Current 

2014/15 projected cost is £103k. Following a tender 

process, a new contract awarded to Avenues for "bundle" 

by Executive 16/10/14 (report CS15092).

(History: Contract agreed by ACS PDS on 19/6/12 until 

31/1/13 with provision for Extension of up to 2 yrs to align 

contract end date with contract no. 022392.  2 yr extension 

approved by Portfolio Holder  on 4 Dec 2012.  Contract 

alignment with single provider allowed for shared staff 

costs across properties in close proximity).

Contract-

022392

Learning Disabilities - 

Lancaster House
MCCH Society Ltd 60 5.00 10-Jan-15 £1,780,195 £356,039 0 £0 1 £712,078 £299,907 £299,907 -£56,132

Part of overall budget for LD Supported Living. 2 year 

extension approved by Portfolio Holder on 20/12/12 to align 

contract end date with Contract-048773.   Contract 

alignment with single provider allowed for shared staff 

costs across properties in close proximity. Contract allows 

for CPI increases, however CPI not awarded to date. 

Approval by CS PDS 11/3/14 to extend until Jan 15 to 

enable tendering as a "bundle" with 213 Widmore Road, 

Amplio House, Swingfield Court and Goldsmiths Close.  

New contract awarded to Avenues for "bundle" by 

Executive 16/10/14 (report CS15092)
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ID Contract Name Suppliers
Duration 

Months

Duration 

Years
End Date

Original 

Contract 

Value £

Original 

Contract 

Annual Value 

£

No of 

Waivers

Value of 

Contract 

Waivers 

Approved

No of 

Variations / 

Extensions

Value of 

Variations / 

Extensions

2014/15 

Budget £

2014/15 

Projected £

Cost 

Difference £
Comments

Contract-

035950

Learning Disabilities - 

Care Support at 

Amplio House

Avenues London 40.5 3.38 31-Jan-15 £1,049,899 £349,966 0 £0 1 £177,929

£492,000

(2013/14 

spend)

£349,966
N/A dep on 

usage

Contract funding is allocated from overall budget for LD 

Supported Living with projected spend based on historic 

service activity.  Approval by CS PDS 11/3/14 (report 

CS14028) to extend until Jan 15 to enable tendering as a 

"bundle" with 213 Widmore Road, Lancaster House, 

Swingfield Court and Goldsmiths Close. Following a tender 

process, a new contract awarded to Avenues for "bundle" 

by Executive 16/10/14 (report CS15092).

(History: Contract awarded following tender. Contract 

provides for 2 yr extension. Contract allows for CPI 

increases, however CPI not awarded to date.  An 

additional 3 tenants are accommodated at Amplio House 

and their care is individually costed). 

Contract-

049880

Children & Young 

People with Learning 

and/or Physical 

Disabilities - Weekend 

and Holiday Provision

Riverside School 36 3.00 30-Mar-15 £697,015 £248,406 0 £0 2 £204,203 £248,406 £204,203 -£44,203

Waiver approved by Care Services Portfolio Holder on 11 

December 2014 to award a contract for 3 years from 1 April 

2015. A procurement exercise was undertaken to seek a 

Managed Service Provider for Short Breaks, but the quality 

of the bids received did not meet the Council's criteria. A 

full service review of all Short Break provision was 

undertaken Q1 and 2 2013, and a report on Consultation 

on Short Breaks for Disabled Children & Young People was 

considered at June Care Services PDS. 

(History: A  two year contract was awarded via exemption 

following Portfolio Holder approval and PDS scrutiny 

commencing April 2012, with a 6 month extension to 30 

Sep 2014  agreed at Executive on 3 September 2013, and 

a further 6 month extension agreed until March 2015.  

Following consultation with Corporate Procurement, it was 

agreed a direct commissioning strategy was appropriate in 

order to utilise existing LBB resources in care/educational 

settings for LD children and young people.  Riverside 

School is a Bromley maintained special school. Contract 

allows for CPI increases, however CPI not awarded to 

date.)

Contract-

024961

Children's - 

Childminding Support 

Services

Bromley Mencap 48 3.50 30-Mar-15
£237,500 + 

£60,000
£95,000 0 £0 2 £107,500 £100,000 £110,000 £15,000

Waiver approved by Care Services Portfolio Holder on 11 

December 2014 to award a contract for 3 years from 1 April 

2015. A procurement exercise was undertaken to seek a 

Managed Service Provider for Short Breaks, but the quality 

of the bids received did not meet the Council's criteria. A 

full service review of all Short Break provision was 

undertaken Q1 and 2 2013, and a report on Consultation 

on Short Breaks for Disabled Children & Young People was 

considered at June Care Services PDS. 

(History: Original 1-year contract from April 2012 to April 

2013. 1 year extension granted to 31 Mar 2014 (Portfolio 

Holder March 2013), extended by a further 6 months to 30 

Sep 2014 (PDS 03 Sep 2013) and a further 6 month 

extension agreed until March 2015 . CPI not applicable.)
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ID Contract Name Suppliers
Duration 

Months

Duration 

Years
End Date

Original 

Contract 

Value £

Original 

Contract 

Annual Value 

£

No of 

Waivers

Value of 

Contract 

Waivers 

Approved

No of 

Variations / 

Extensions

Value of 

Variations / 

Extensions

2014/15 

Budget £

2014/15 

Projected £

Cost 

Difference £
Comments

Contract-

017680

General Advice 

Service - Core 

Funding

Citizens Advice Bureau 36 3.00 31-Mar-15 £525,000 £220,000 0 £0 1 £145,000 £145,000 £145,000 £0

On 14/12/11 Executive agreed new 2 year new contract 

from 1/4/12; additional 1 yr extension agreed by PDS on 

3/9/13 (Report CS13027). Budget provision includes: 

2012/13: £220,000,  2013/14: £160,000 and an additional 

extension option of one year in 2014/15: £145,000 

(agreed). Consideration is being given to ongoing 

requirements as part of preparation for implementation of 

Care Act.

(History: 08/09 Price (from Nov 08) £243,520, 09/10 Price 

£253,017, 10/11 Price £256,349)

Contract-

051108
Healthwatch Bromley Community Links - Bromley 36 3.00 31-Mar-15 £432,507 £144,169 0 £0 1 £144,169 £145,000 £145,000 £0

Report going to CS PDS in January requesting authority to 

enter into a 3 year contract  with Healthwatch Bromley via 

exemption.  This is a statutory service.  Healthwatch 

Bromley was developed as an organisation under a 

contract with Community Links.    There are no alternative 

providers available. 

(History: Commissioning of a new Healthwatch organisation 

from April 2013 to replace the existing Local Involvement 

Network (LINk). 1 year extension granted to 31 Mar 2015 

(ECHS Director 18 Feb 2014.)

Contract-

050076

Legacy Clients - Age 

Concern Orpington 

(Saxon Centre) Day 

Opportunites

Age Concern Orpington 24 2.00 31-Mar-15 £462,325 £231,163 0 £0 0 £0 £231,163 £120,268 -£110,895

Savings deliverred as part of planned Invest to Save 

approved by Executive 26/11/14 (report CS14112). New 

contract awarded 1st April 2013 for management of 

existing (Legacy) clientele in Older People Day 

Opportunities services - arrangements are open-ended, 

with projected and budget forecasts expected to reduce 

over the life of the contract as legacy clients leave the 

service.  From April 2015 all legacy clients are absorbed 

into the Personal Budgets and transitional arrangements 

cease. 1st year projected costs are based on current 

payments and 100% retention.  CPI  not applicable. 

Contract-

050077

Legacy Clients - Age 

Concern Penge & 

Anerley (Melvin Hall) 

Day Opportunites

Age Concern Penge & 

Anerley
24 2.00 31-Mar-15 £350,204 £175,102 0 £0 0 £0 £175,102 £123,507 -£51,595

Savings deliverred as part of planned Invest to Save 

approved by Executive 26/11/14 (report CS14112). New 

contract awarded 1st April 2013 for management of 

existing (Legacy) clientele in Older People Day 

Opportunities services - arrangements are open-ended, 

with projected and budget forecasts expected to reduce 

over the life of the contract as legacy clients leave the 

service.  From April 2015 all legacy clients are absorbed 

into the Personal Budgets and transitional arrangements 

cease. 1st year projected costs are based on current 

payments and 100% retention.  CPI  not applicable. 

Contract-

050081

Legacy Clients - Age 

Concern 

Ravensbourne 

(Bertha James) Day 

Opportunites

Age Concern 

Ravensbourne
24 2.00 31-Mar-15 £619,640 £309,820 0 £0 0 £0 £309,820 £169,851 -£139,969

Savings deliverred as part of planned Invest to Save 

approved by Executive 26/11/14 (report CS14112). New 

contract awarded 1st April 2013 for management of 

existing (Legacy) clientele in Older People Day 

Opportunities services - arrangements are open-ended, 

with projected and budget forecasts expected to reduce 

over the life of the contract as legacy clients leave the 

service.  From April 2015 all legacy clients are absorbed 

into the Personal Budgets and transitional arrangements 

cease. 1st year projected costs are based on current 

payments and 100% retention.  CPI  not applicable. 
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ID Contract Name Suppliers
Duration 

Months

Duration 

Years
End Date

Original 

Contract 

Value £

Original 

Contract 

Annual Value 

£

No of 

Waivers

Value of 

Contract 

Waivers 

Approved

No of 

Variations / 

Extensions

Value of 

Variations / 

Extensions

2014/15 

Budget £

2014/15 

Projected £

Cost 

Difference £
Comments

Contract-

050082

Legacy Clients - Age 

UK Bromley & 

Greenwich Day 

Opportunites

Age UK Bromley & 

Greenwich
24 2.00 31-Mar-15 £227,478 £113,739 0 £0 0 £0 £113,739 £57,281 -£56,457

Savings deliverred as part of planned Invest to Save 

approved by Executive 26/11/14 (report CS14112). New 

contract awarded 1st April 2013 for management of 

existing (Legacy) clientele in Older People Day 

Opportunities services - arrangements are open-ended, 

with projected and budget forecasts expected to reduce 

over the life of the contract as legacy clients leave the 

service.  From April 2015 all legacy clients are absorbed 

into the Personal Budgets and transitional arrangements 

cease. 1st year projected costs are based on current 

payments and 100% retention.  CPI  not applicable. 

Contract-

050078

Legacy Clients - 

Alzheimers Society 

(White Gables) Day 

Opportunites

Alzheimer's Society 24 2.00 31-Mar-15 £446,002 £223,001 0 £0 0 £0 £223,001 £108,036 -£114,964

Savings deliverred as part of planned Invest to Save 

approved by Executive 26/11/14 (report CS14112). New 

contract awarded 1st April 2013 for management of 

existing (Legacy) clientele in Older People Day 

Opportunities services - arrangements are open-ended, 

with projected and budget forecasts expected to reduce 

over the life of the contract as legacy clients leave the 

service.  From April 2015 all legacy clients are absorbed 

into the Personal Budgets and transitional arrangements 

cease. 1st year projected costs are based on current 

payments and 100% retention.  CPI  not applicable. 

Contract-

050080

Legacy Clients - 

Bromley Mind Day 

Opportunites

Bromley MIND 24 2.00 31-Mar-15 £867,524 £433,762 0 £0 0 £0 £433,762 £218,630 -£215,132

Savings deliverred as part of planned Invest to Save 

approved by Executive 26/11/14 (report CS14112). New 

contract awarded 1st April 2013 for management of 

existing (Legacy) clientele in Older People Day 

Opportunities services - arrangements are open-ended, 

with projected and budget forecasts expected to reduce 

over the life of the contract as legacy clients leave the 

service.  From April 2015 all legacy clients are absorbed 

into the Personal Budgets and transitional arrangements 

cease. 1st year projected costs are based on current 

payments and 100% retention.  CPI  not applicable. 

Contract-

025419

Mental Health - 

Advocacy Gen & 

IMHA Services

Rethink 60 5.00 31-Mar-15 £661,485 £132,297 0 £0 1 £132,297 £132,297 £132,297 £0

The contract was waived under delegated authority granted 

by the Executive on 13 Jan 2010 for a 3 year contract with 

2 year extension option. PH briefed on 8th March 2013.  

Contract previously jointly commissioned between LBB 

(£68,330) & CCG (£63,967); the former CCG element of 

this is funded by grant.  Funding is not guaranteed beyond 

2014/15.  CPI  not awarded to date. Care Services PDS 

agreed 11 Nov 2014 (report CS14089) to tender the IMHA 

services for a three year contract from April 2015 with the 

potential to extend for a further two years.

Contract-

025418

Mental Health - 

Community Wellbeing 

Services (day 

Centres)

Bromley MIND 60 5.00 31-Mar-15 £1,140,631 £300,000 0 £0 1 £310,392 £155,196 £155,196 £0

3-year contract awarded in 2010 (estimated first year value 

of £300k p.a.); extended until 31 March 2015 to provide the 

stability needed to implement the savings which have been 

agreed.  Current contract arrangement ending in March 

2015, and Care Services PDS 2 October (report CS14090) 

endorsed the new approach set out to strengthen early 

intervention and prevention services for people with mental 

ill health and agreed that a section 256 agreement be 

entered into with the BCCG for £100,000 per annum for a 

period of three years plus two years to run concurrently 

with the new contract.

(History: 10/11 £300k; 11/12 £300k; 12/13 £230,196; 13/14 

£155,196; 14/15 £155,196)
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ID Contract Name Suppliers
Duration 

Months

Duration 

Years
End Date

Original 

Contract 

Value £

Original 

Contract 

Annual Value 

£

No of 

Waivers

Value of 

Contract 

Waivers 

Approved

No of 

Variations / 

Extensions

Value of 

Variations / 

Extensions

2014/15 

Budget £

2014/15 

Projected £

Cost 

Difference £
Comments

Contract-

025420

Mental Health - 

Welfare Benefits 

Service

St Mungo's Broadway 60 5.00 31-Mar-15 £209,430 £41,886 0 £0 2 £83,772 £41,886 £41,886 £0

1 year extension granted to 31 Mar 2015 (CS PDS 29 Oct 

2013). Gateway review being prepared for future service 

provision. Broadway Homelessness & Support merged with 

St Mungo’s on 1 April 2014 and are now called St Mungo’s 

Broadway.

(History: Contract awarded in April 2010 following tender 

process; 2 year extension granted with 1 year extension 

taken to 31 Mar 2014 (ECHS Director Feb 2013)).

Contract-

052376

Children's - Early 

Intervention and 

Prevention Services - 

BCP Approved 

Provider List

Academy Training and 

Consultancy Ltd, Advocacy 

for All, Be Totally You, 

Boogie Mites UK Ltd, 

British Red Cross, Bromley 

Adult Education College, 

Bromley Healthcare 

Community Interest 

Company Ltd, Bromley 

Libraries, Archives and 

museum services, Bromley 

Mencap, Bromley 

Women's Aid, Bromley Y, 

Burgess Autistic Trust, 

Child Communication, 

Chrysalis Art 

Psychotherapy, CXK, 

Diving for Development 

Ltd, DSM Assessment & 

Training, Fleet Education 

Services Ltd. T/A Fleet 

Tutors, Gymboree 

Bromley, Little Fingers 

Baby Classes, Maria Ako, 

National Childbirth Trust, 

New Beginnings Care Ltd, 

12 1.00 31-Mar-15 £334,980 £334,980 0 £0 0 £0 £334,980
Dependent on 

usage
N/A

The Approved List is refreshed each December and re-

tendered Feb/Mar. Current provision is provided via BCP 

Preferred Provider List of 38 organisations, approved by 

ECHS Director 19 Mar 2014. Services are commissioned 

for no longer than one year as required, with values below 

the £200k threshold.  Commissioning is revised to match 

the annual budget. 2014/15 budget dependent on service 

usage.  

Contract-

053076

Public Health - GP 

SLAs
General Practitioners 12 1.00 31-Mar-15 £560,000 £560,000 0 £0 0 £0 £560,000 £560,000 £0

SLA arrangement with 45 GP Surgeries in Bromley. 

Gateway Review approved by Executive 12 Jun 2013 (Item 

193).  Report on Public Health Commissioning  to 

Executive 26 Nov 2014 (report CS14101), approved the 

continuation of SLA arrangements for 2015/16.

Contract-

052572

Public Health - Sexual 

Health - GUM Service 

- Advice, Screening 

and Treatment (in-

borough)

King's Healthcare 

Partnership
12 1.00 31-Mar-15 £1,300,000 £1,300,000 0 £0 0 £0 £1,032,210 £1,032,210 £0

Public Health contract (Category C) transferred to LBB via 

Transfer Scheme. Will explore the option of collaborating 

with other London boroughs for negotiating 2015/16 GUM 

services.   Should the London solution proves not to be 

viable, will continue with the current arrangement of 

procuring GUM services through Bromley CCG via S75 

arrangement for 2015/16.
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ID Contract Name Suppliers
Duration 

Months

Duration 

Years
End Date

Original 

Contract 

Value £

Original 

Contract 

Annual Value 

£

No of 

Waivers

Value of 

Contract 

Waivers 

Approved

No of 

Variations / 

Extensions

Value of 

Variations / 

Extensions

2014/15 

Budget £

2014/15 

Projected £

Cost 

Difference £
Comments

Contract-

052973

Learning Disabilities - 

Supported 

Employment 

Shaw Trust Ltd 12 1.00 05-Jul-15 £400,330 £400,330 0 £0 0 £0 £400,330 £400,330 £0

Review of supported employment is underway. Included in 

Adult Social Care Market Testing tender - currently under 

Competitive Dialogue process. Care Services PDS of 11 

Mar 2014 approved a waiver for a 1-year contract to July 

2015 (report CS14030).

(History: Report to Care Services PDS in June 2013 

seeking authority to extend for up to 1 year.  Extension 

approved for July 13-14 period. Tendering commenced in 

2010 not completed because of implications for clients 

employed by Shaw Trust if a new provider had to establish 

new business opportunities. New contract 6/7/10 at 

reduced annual price of £425,000.) Original contract 1/4/04 

to 31/3/09 with option to extend 2 yrs. Extension taken  yr 

2007/8 and further year 2008/9.   Contract allows for CPI 

increases, however CPI not awarded to date).

Contract-

048381

Direct Payments - 

Support Services
Vibrance 36 3.00 31-Jul-15 £245,670 £122,835 0 £0 1 £121,471 £118,000 £121,471 £3,471

Costs vary with usage. Budgeted and Projected figures 

based on usage for 2014/15. Contract provides for 2 x 1 yr 

optional extensions; 1 year extension approved to 31 Jul 

2015 (ECHS Director 05 Aug 2014), as provider performing 

successfully and limited market of available providers. 1 

further year available.

2012/13  £66,138

2013/14  £93,904 (DP Support & Support Planning)

2014/15 £121,471 (DP Support & Support Planning)

(History: Contract awarded following tender and agreed by 

ACS PDS on 19/6/12. CPI increase awarded April 2014, 

hence cost difference).

Contract-

051391

Children's SEN & 

Disability - Framework 

for Home to School 

Transport for children 

with Special 

Educational Needs

1st Class Cars

21st Century Cars

Access Mobility Service 

Ltd

ACS Express

BATH

Cannon Cars

Carlton Motors

Centaur Overland Travel

Kelly Kar Hire

Kensway Tours

Ladybirds

Lightning Cars

Olympic South Limited

P J Yeoull

Robert Childs

Ruskin Private Hire Ltd

Sherbets

Stage Two

Stratfords Private Hire

STREAMLINE

60 5.00 31-Aug-15 £16,500,000 £3,300,000 0 £0 0 £0 £3,838,930 £3,780,280 -£58,650

Gateway Review approved by Executive 16 July 2014 

(Report ES14062) on Transport Procurement and Delivery 

Strategy; tender process is underway for SEN and 

Passenger Transport, with an award decision due in April 

2015. Values quoted are Budget figures and projections 

based on spend to date and route allocations - call off 

contracts listed separately.  SEN Transport is currently 

sourced through a framework contract with multiple 

providers and detailed spend per provider available on 

request.  The routes for each provider are agreed on an 

annual basis and will vary significantly from year to year.  

The annual contract value quoted on the Register is the 

most recently available academic year actual and is 

updated each year as routes are confirmed.  The whole life 

value is extrapolated from the actual spend to date and 

updated each year. As at October 2014, the projections 

stand at £3,687,009 which will vary throughout the 

academic year to reflect pupil changes. All contracts will 

cease at the end of the  current 2014-15 academic year or 

no later than 31/8/2015 and providers have been advised.  

RPI  uplift built into the framework contract. 

Contract-

050059

Learning Disabilities - 

Domiciliary Care 

Services at 

Dunstonian Court

Sunnyside Domiciliary 

Support Services Ltd
24 2.00 31-Aug-15 £280,000 £140,000 0 £0 0 £0 £140,000 £140,000 £0

Contract awarded by PDS 12 Mar 2013 (report CS130013). 

Report to go to PDS in Jan 2015, seeking permission to 

extend for a further year, to align end dates and seek 

permission to tender as part of a "bundle".
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ID Contract Name Suppliers
Duration 

Months

Duration 

Years
End Date

Original 

Contract 

Value £

Original 

Contract 

Annual Value 

£

No of 

Waivers

Value of 

Contract 

Waivers 

Approved

No of 

Variations / 

Extensions

Value of 

Variations / 

Extensions

2014/15 

Budget £

2014/15 

Projected £

Cost 

Difference £
Comments

Contract-

035339

Supporting People - 

Accommodation 

Based Support for 

Young People 

One Housing Group 48 4.00 31-Aug-15 £1,030,848 £343,616 0 £0 2 £368,428 £343,616 £343,616 £0

Extension awarded by Executive on 11 Jun 2014 (report 

CS14042) for further year on same terms and conditions 

whilst fundamental review is completed. Awarded under the 

Lewisham/Southwark Supporting People Joint Services 

Framework Agreement. Contract provides for 3 years with 

option to extend for further 2 year period. 

(History:  Original contract award did not include office 

rental costs. - Variation of £24,812 inc. in Budget/Projected 

spend).  Contract allows for CPI increases, however CPI 

not awarded to date). 

Contract-

035336

Supporting People - 

Floating Support 

Young People

One Housing Group 48 4.00 31-Aug-15 £381,020 £95,255 0 £0 2 £190,510 £95,255 £95,255 £0

Extension awarded by Executive on 11 Jun 2014 (report 

CS14042) for further year on same terms and conditions 

whilst fundamental review is completed; report to go to 

PDS/Executive in January 2015. 

(History: Awarded under the Lewisham/Southwark 

Supporting People Joint Services Framework Agreement. 

Portfolio Holder approved a 1 year extension on 22/4/2013. 

Contract allows for CPI increases, however CPI not 

awarded to date).

Contract-

035338

Supporting People - 

Housing & Support for 

Ex-Offenders

Hestia Housing & Support 48 4.00 30-Sep-15 £233,841 £77,947 0 £0 1 £77,947 £77,947 £77,947 £0

Extension period of 1 year agreed with Portfiolio Holder on 

7th April.  Contract to 30th Sept 2014 agreed by Portfolio 

Holder in consultation with Executive Director of Adult 

Services following conclusion of efficiences negotiations.  

Future service options under consideration; report to go to 

PDS/Executive in March 2015. 

Contract-

051335

Tenancy Support 

Services
Hestia Housing & Support 24 2.00 30-Sep-15 £549,752 £274,876 0 £0 0 £0 £274,876 £274,876 £0

Contract for 2 years  awarded following tender exercise. by 

PDS 18 Jun 2013, Contract allows for 1 year extension; 

report to go to PDS/Executive in March 2015. CPI 

applicable from September 2014.

Previous cost of the tenancy support service was 

£334,600.  Re-tendering the Tenancy Support contract has 

realised total savings to the Council of £59,720 per annum, 

and £119,440 over the life of the contract.

Contract-

050789

Substance Misuse - 

Shared Care
KCA (UK) 60 5.00 08-Oct-15 £930,875 £186,175 0 £0 2 £392,350 £186,980 £186,980 £0

Contract extension for additional 2 years to October 2015 

agreed by Executive 12 June 2013. Public Health contract 

transferred to LBB via Transfer Scheme. Contract-050795 

varied into this contract 05 Nov 2014.

Contract-

030542

Learning Disabilities - 

Supported Living at 

Devonshire Road

Certitude Support 60 5.00 10-Oct-15 £1,732,476 £344,579 0 £0 1 £689,158 £311,797 £311,797 £0

3 year contract awarded following tender. On 31st March 

2010 Exec approved the Contract award with delegated 

authority to extend for up to 2 yrs to the ECHS Director in 

consultation with the Portfolio Holder. Extension granted by 

ECHS Director (10 Sep 2013) to 10 Oct 2015. Projected 

underspend due to negotiated reduction with provider. 

Contract allows for CPI increases, however CPI not 

awarded to date. Proposing to seek a waiver from PH to 

enable this scheme to co-terminate with the other Certitude 

schemes (173 & 182 Crofton Road) so that we can tender 

all of these as a block for 25 April 2016 change.

Contract-

051752

Learning Disabilities - 

Day Services for 

People with Learning 

Disabilities at Nash 

College, Next Step 

Programme

Nash College 24 2.00 16-Oct-15 £212,800 £91,200 0 £0 0 £0 £91,200 £91,200 £0

Waiver approved by ECHS Director 04 Dec 2013. Variation 

approved by ECHS Director 12 May 2014 for 2 additional 

clients. Awaiting outcome of Adult Social Care Market 

Testing tender, which will impact on future strategy.
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Contract-

048774

Mental Health - 

Flexible Support
Community Options Ltd 36 3.00 31-Oct-15 £1,396,356 £465,452 0 £0 0 £0 £465,452

Dependent on 

usage
£0

Contract awarded following tender; 2 years extension 

available (2 one year options). Contract will include MH 

supported accommodation as of 1st April 2014 (contract 

no. 018079).  Contract price shown is the indicative price 

reported to the Executive on 12 Sept 2012. CPI  not 

awarded to date.

Contract-

031828

Adults - Bromley 

Women's Aid 

Women's Refuge 

Domestic Violence

Bromley Women's Aid 60 5.00 31-Dec-15 £1,378,000 £318,000 0 £0 2 £424,000 £212,000 £212,000 £0

2014/15 reduction in budget (from £318,000) due to 

successful price negotiations with contractor.  Executive 

approval received (12 June 2013) for 2 year extension to 

Dec 2015.

Contract-

050787

Substance Misuse - 

Adult Recovery 

Service

Crime Reduction Initiatives 

(CRI)
48 4.00 31-Dec-15 £888,432 £296,144 0 £0 1 £296,144 £346,140 £346,140 £0

Public Health contract transferred to LBB via Transfer 

Scheme. Contract is for 3 years with option to extend for 

additional year. Monies identified for whole life contract 

value are the costs to LBB from the point of transfer of the 

contract, which does not include the previous contract 

costs to the PCT. Variation to contract of £50k agreed 

March 2014 to absorb some activity from Rapid Prescribing 

Service. 1 year extension to 31 Dec 2015 agreed by 

Executive 15 Oct 2014 (report CS14072).

Jan 12-Mar 12 £74,035; 2012/13 £296,140; 2013/14 

£296,140; 2014/15 £346,143; Apr 15-Dec 15 £288,453.

Contract-

050788

Substance Misuse - 

Adult stabilisation & 

Assessment Service

Crime Reduction Initiatives 

(CRI)
48 4.00 31-Dec-15 £1,617,135 £539,045 0 £0 1 £539,045 £589,050 £589,050 £0

Public Health contract transferred to LBB via Transfer 

Scheme. Contract is for 3 years with option to extend for 

additional year. Monies identified for whole life contract 

value are the costs to LBB from the point of transfer of the 

contract, which does not include the previous contract 

costs to the PCT. Variation to contract of £50k agreed 

March 2014 to absorb some activity from Rapid Prescribing 

Service. 1 year extension to 31 Dec 2015 agreed by 

Executive 15 Oct 2014 (report CS14072).

Jan 12-Mar 12 £134,763; 2012/13 £539,050; 2013/14 

£539,050; 2014/15 £589,045; Apr 15-Dec 15 £490,871.

Contract-

038639

Substance Misuse - 

BYPASS (Bromley 

Young Persons 

Alcohol & Substance 

Misuse Service)

KCA (UK) 48 4.00 31-Dec-15 £522,585 £127,980 0 £0 1 £127,980 £127,980 £127,980 £0

Monies identified for whole life contract value are the costs 

to LBB from the point of transfer of the contract, which 

does not include the previous contract costs to the PCT. 1 

year extension to 31 Dec 2015 agreed by Executive 15 Oct 

2014 (report CS14072).

Jan 12-Mar 12 £31,995; 2012/13 £127,980; 2013/14 

£127,980; 2014/15 £127,980; Apr 15-Dec 15 £106,650.

Contract-

050786

Substance Misuse - 

Intensive Drug 

Prescribing Service

Crime Reduction Initiatives 

(CRI)
48 4.00 31-Dec-15 £887,409 £295,803 0 £0 1 £345,803 £345,803 £345,803 £0

Public Health contract transferred to LBB via Transfer 

Scheme. Contract is for 3 years with option to extend for 

additional year. Monies identified for whole life contract 

value are the costs to LBB from the point of transfer of the 

contract, which does not include the previous contract 

costs to the PCT. Variation to contract of £50k agreed 

March 2014 to absorb some activity from Rapid Prescribing 

Service. 1 year extension to 31 Dec 2015 agreed by 

Executive 15 Oct 2014.

Jan 12-Mar 12 £75,060; 2012/13 £300,240; 2013/14 

£300,240; 2014/15 £345,803; Apr 15-Dec 15 £288,169.

Contract-

049887

Older People - 

Nursing Beds (PF & 

EMI)

Mission Care 36 3.00 01-Jan-16 £6,428,862 £2,142,954 0 £0 0 £0 £2,142,954 £2,142,954 £0

Tender advertised w/c 13/8/12. Following poor response 

Executive gave approval to negotiate a new contract on 

24/10/12.  Contract negotiated and commenced 2/1/13. 

Contract period is 3 years with option for 2 x 1 year 

extensions.
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Contract-

052179

Public Health - 

Framework for 

Various Public Health 

Services

Alere

Boots

Bromley Healthcare

Mytime Active

Paydens

Pharmabbg

Positively UK 

Slimming World

Solutions 4 Health

Source Bioscience

Terrence Higgins Trust

The Doctors Lab

The Metro Centre

To Health

Weight Watchers

24 2.00 02-Mar-16 £1,600,000 £800,000 0 £0 0 £0 £800,000 £800,000 £0

Framework approved by Executive 12 Feb 2014; 

addendum to Category K approved by Executive 02 Apr 

2014. Framework period is 2 years with 2 years extension 

available. Budget reflects historic usage of Health Services 

in this framework and spend is dependent on usage.  If any 

individual contracts are over £200k they will be reported 

separately.  CPI applicable.

Contract-

033683

Older People - Care 

Services at Crown 

Meadow Court

Mears care Ltd 60 5.00 24-Mar-16 £3,112,571 £444,653 0 £0 0 £0 £444,653
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Contract awarded by Exec 01 Sep 2010 (report 

ASC10050) following tender. CPI not awarded to date. 

Contract-

033714

Older People - 

Housing Related 

Support at Crown 

Meadow Court (Extra 

Care)

Hanover Housing 

Association
60 5.00 24-Mar-16 £295,786 £43,244 0 £0 0 £0 £43,244 £43,244 £0

Contract awarded by Executive 01 Sep 2010 (report 

ASC10050). Figures are inclusive of rent. 2012/13 = 

£38,409; no Increase for 2013/14; increase to £43,244 for 

2014/15.

Contract-

053853

Learning Disabilities - 

Day Services for 

People with autism 

and challenging 

behaviour at the 

Jubilee Centre

Burgess Autistic Trust 24 2.00 31-Mar-16 £314,718 £157,359 0 £0 0 £0 £157,359 £157,359 £0

Waiver approved for 2 year contract by CS PDS 11 Mar 

2014 (Item 176). Awaiting outcome of Adult Social Care 

Market Testing tender, which will impact on future strategy.

Contract-

049976

Learning Disabilities - 

Supporting people 

with learning 

disabilities

Elizabeth Fitzroy Support 

Service
36 3.00 31-Mar-16 £359,793 £119,931 0 £0 0 £0 £119,930 £119,930 £0

Exemption agreed by Portfolio Holder on 12/3/13 for 3 

years commencing 1st April 2013.

Contract-

050798

National Child 

Measurement 

(NCMP) 

Bromley Healthcare 60 5.00 31-Mar-16 £1,170,000 £234,000 0 £0 0 £0 £307,820 £307,820 £0

Public Health contract (Category B) transferred to LBB via 

Transfer Scheme. Contract is for 5 years.  Budget value 

based on projected service usage levels for 2014/15  and 

HENRY element of BHX contract.  Service will continue to 

be procured through CCG/CSS as part of community 

health block contract with Bromley Healthcare.  

Contract-

050797

Public Health 

Programme - Children 

5-19 - School Nursing

Bromley Healthcare 60 5.00 31-Mar-16 £4,445,000 £889,000 0 £0 0 £0 £957,760 £957,760 £0

Public Health contract (Category B) transferred to LBB via 

Transfer Scheme. Contract is for 5 years.  Budget value 

based on projected service usage levels for 2014/15 and 

includes Estate costs (inc. additional overhead costs once 

Public Health transferred to LBB) with potential for partial 

CQUIN charge (to be finalised).  Service will continue to be 

procured through CCG/CSS as part of community health 

block contract with Bromley Healthcare.  
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Contract-

050773

Sexual Health - 

Contraception & 

Reproductive Health

Bromley Healthcare 60 5.00 31-Mar-16 £3,475,282 £684,000 0 £0 0 £0 £737,550 £718,550 -£19,000

Public Health contract (Category B) transferred to LBB via 

Transfer Scheme. Contract is for 5 years. Will continue to 

be procured through CCG/CSS as part of community 

health block contract with Bromley Healthcare. Budget of 

£737,550 was realigned to include projected activity levels 

for 2013/14, and also to take into account 'Estate' costs 

(additional overhead costs once Public Health transferred 

to LBB) and the requirement to pay an element of CQUIN.  

Currently,  projecting to £718,550, as there was provision 

made for £38k relating to over activity in 2013/14.  However 

it is likely that only £19k would be required. This is being 

reviewed with BHC before final settlement.

Contract-

050774

Sexual Health - 

Health Improvement
Bromley Healthcare 60 5.00 31-Mar-16 £3,235,000 £647,000 0 £0 0 £0 £403,260 £397,491 -£5,769

Public Health contract (Category B) transferred to LBB via 

Transfer Scheme. Contract is for 5 years. Will continue to 

be procured through CCG/CSS as part of community 

health block contract with Bromley Healthcare. Budget was 

realigned to reflect the sexual health component of health 

improvement activities only and includes 'Estate' costs 

(additional overhead costs once Public Health transferred 

to LBB) and the requirement to pay an element of CQUIN.  

There was a provision made against the HIV element of 

£9,745 relating to over activity in 2013/14; however, it is 

likely that only £3,977 is required, and current projection is 

£397,491 for 2014/15. 

Contract-

050796

Smoking & Tobacco - 

Bromley Stop 

Smoking Service

Bromley Healthcare 60 5.00 31-Mar-16 £1,970,000 £394,000 0 £0 0 £0 £384,830 £384,830 £0

Public Health contract (Category B/D) transferred to LBB 

via Transfer Scheme. Contract is for 5 years. Will continue 

to be procured through CCG/CSS as part of community 

health block contract with Bromley Healthcare.

Contract-

035948

Learning Disabilities - 

173 Crofton Road
Certitude Support 60 5.00 25-Apr-16 £1,016,154 £338,718 0 £0 1 £612,686 £306,343 £306,343 £0

Contract awarded following tender. 3 year contract, with 2 

years extension option; extension approved by ECHS 

Director 18 Feb 2014. Projected underspend of £32.k for 

2014/15 due to negotiated reduction with provider in 

exchange for 2 year contract extension & additional 

savings forecast. CPI  not awarded. Extension option 

agreed by PH; to co-terminate with 182 Crofton Road 

scheme.

Contract-

035949

Learning Disabilities - 

182 Crofton Road
Certitude Support 55 4.58 25-Apr-16 £1,544,349 £348,377 0 £0 1 £499,218 £348,377 £311,797 -£36,580

Contract awarded following tender.  Extension of 1 year 7 

months approved by ECHS Director 18 Feb 2014. 

Projected underspend due to negotiated reduction with 

provider to co-terminate service provision in line with 173 

Crofton. 

(History:  27/9/11 - increasing weekly client costs within 

existing funding reported to Executive (£4,220 pa)).  CPI  

not awarded.

Contract-

040782-

001

Older People - 

Framework 

Agreement for Care & 

Support in  Extra 

Care Housing 

(Regency Court)

Sanctuary Homecare Ltd 48 4.00 31-May-16 £1,622,272 £405,568 0 £0 0 £0 £405,568
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Contract awarded by Executive 11 April 2012 (report ACS 

12022) following tender. Contract is for 4 years with option 

to extend for additional 2 year period. Contract allows for 

CPI increases, however CPI not awarded to date. 

Contract-

040782-

002

Older People - 

Framework 

Agreement for Care & 

Support in  Extra 

Care Housing 

(Sutherland Court)

Sanctuary Homecare Ltd 48 4.00 31-May-16 £1,371,484 £342,871 0 £0 0 £0 £342,871
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Contract awarded by Executive 11 April 2012 (report ACS 

12022) following tender. Contract is for 4 years with option 

to extend for additional 2 year period. Contract allows for 

CPI increases, however CPI not awarded to date. 
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Contract-

050584

Learning Disabilities - 

Support at 111 

Masons Hill

Care Management Group 

Ltd
36 3.00 30-Jun-16 £1,116,595 £223,319 0 £0 0 £0 £223,319 £223,319 £0

Contract awarded following tender. Contract is for 3 years 

with option to extend for additional 2 year period. Contract 

allows for CPI increases. Report to go to PDS in Jan 2015, 

seeking permission to tender as part of a "bundle".

Contract-

050585

Learning Disabilities - 

Supported Living at 

Padua Road

OUTWARD 36 3.00 30-Jun-16 £1,177,810 £235,562 0 £0 0 £0 £235,562 £235,562 £0

Contract awarded following tender. Contract is for 3 years 

with option to extend for additional 2 year period. Contract 

allows for CPI increases. Report to go to PDS in Jan 2015, 

seeking permission to tender as part of a "bundle".

Contract-

051149-

002

Learning Disabilities - 

Core Support in 

Supported Living at 

15 Brosse Way

Avenues London 36 3.00 30-Sep-16 £490,497 £163,499 0 £0 0 £0 £163,499 £163,499 £0

Call-off contract from framework for LD Core Support in 

Supported Living. Contract is for 3 years with option to 

extend for additional 2 year period. Contract allows for CPI 

increases. Report to go to PDS in Jan 2015, seeking 

permission to tender as part of a "bundle".

Contract-

051149-

001

Learning Disabilities - 

Core Support in 

Supported Living at 

44 Bromley Road

OUTWARD 36 3.00 30-Sep-16 £419,148 £139,716 0 £0 0 £0 £139,716 £139,716 £0

Call-off contract from framework agreement for learning 

disabilities - Core Support in Supported Living. Contract 

allows for CPI increases. Report to go to PDS in Jan 2015, 

seeking permission to tender as part of a "bundle".

Contract-

051149-

003

Learning Disabilities - 

Core Support in 

Supported Living at 

Century Way

Avenues London 36 3.00 30-Sep-16 £544,803 £181,601 0 £0 0 £0 £181,601 £181,601 £0

Call-off contract from framework for LD Core Support in 

Supported Living. Contract is for 3 years with option to 

extend for additional 2 year period. Contract allows for CPI 

increases. Report to go to PDS in Jan 2015, seeking 

permission to tender as part of a "bundle".

Contract-

050064

Learning Disabilities - 

Coppice & Spinney
MCCH Society Ltd 60 5.00 27-Nov-16 £3,596,095 £761,669 0 £0 1 £1,311,088 £655,544 £655,544 £0

Contract awarded following tender. CPI  not awarded to 

date.  2 years extension granted to 27 Nov 2016 (ECHS 

Director 07 Apr 2014). Provider has reviewed staff T&Cs 

which, following negotiation, has resulted in significant 

reduction in service costs.

Contract-

050065

Learning Disabilities - 

The Glade
MCCH Society Ltd 60 5.00 27-Nov-16 £2,641,664 £593,924 0 £0 1 £859,892 £429,946 £429,946 £0

Contract awarded following tender. CPI  not awarded to 

date.  2 years extension granted to 27 Nov 2016 (ECHS 

Director 07 Apr 2014). Provider has reviewed staff T&Cs 

which, following negotiation, has resulted in significant 

reduction in service costs.

Contract-

016094

Strategic Partnership - 

Age Concern Bromley
Age Concern Bromley 84 7.00 31-Mar-17 £1,145,750 £114,575 0 £0 0 £0 £114,575 £114,575 £0

Budget provides for uplift, but provider has agreed to 

forego inflation increase for 2013/14 (first yr applicable).

(History: On 9/12/09 Executive approved Strategic 

Partnership arrangement from  1/4/10 for 7 yrs with 

provision for 3 yr Extension).

Contract-

025663

Strategic Partnership - 

Carers Bromley
Carers Bromley 84 7.00 31-Mar-17 £4,023,931 £402,393 0 £0 0 £0 £254,070 £254,070 £0

Contract includes contribution from PCT/CCG of £97,812 

and from CYP of £50,512.  Budget and projected figures 

are for ECHS only.

(History: On 9/12/09 Executive approved Strategic 

Partnership arrangement from  1/4/10 for 7 yrs with 

provision for 3 yr Extension).

Contract-

050062

Learning Disabilities - 

109 Masons Hill
MCCH Society Ltd 60 5.00 22-Apr-17 £3,208,522 £684,458 0 £0 1 £1,155,148 £622,697 £577,574 -£45,123

Contract awarded following tender. CPI  not awarded to 

date.  2 years extension granted to 22 Apr 2017 (ECHS 

Director 07 Apr 2014). Provider has reviewed staff T&Cs 

which, following negotiation, has resulted in significant 

reduction in service costs.

Contract-

050818

Integrated Community 

Equipment Service 

(ICES)

Medequip Assistive 

Technology Limited
60 5.00 01-Jul-17 £4,470,000 £1,490,000 0 £0 1 £2,400,000 £1,200,000

Dependent on 

usage
£0

Report to Executive 26 Nov 2014 (report CS14097) 

approving a 2 year contract extension to 01 July 2017.  

Contract is 3 years with option to extend for 2 additional 

years, taken from LCSG ICES Framework contract. Annual 

contribution made by Bromley CCG.
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Contract-

048383

Domiciliary Care 

Services - Framework

Brook Street UK Ltd, Enara 

Ltd, Seva care, ACSC Ltd

Carby Community Care, 

Care Matters UK Ltd, 

Eternal Care, Care UK, 

Mears Care Ltd, Harmony 

Home Aid Services Litd, 

Care Outlook Ltd, 

Westminster Care

Plan Care, Surecare 

Services, Bridges 

Healthcare

Caremark Bromley, Kentish 

Homecare Agency, Nestor 

Primecare Services Ltd, 

Ark Home Healthcare, 

Eleanor Care, Guardian 

Homecare UK Ltd, 

Smithfield Health & Social 

Care t/a Verilife, The Link 

Nursing Agency

60 5.00 26-Aug-17 £52,619,900 £10,523,980 0 £0 0 £0 £8,021,600
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Call-off contract Framework Agreement for Standard 

Domiciliary Care Services. Annual contract value based on 

LBB domicillary care budget 2012/13.  Detailed spend per 

provider available on request. Contract period allows for 5 

year initial period with 2 + 2 yr option to extend.  Contract 

allows for CPI increases commencing year 3.  Original 

annual budget was £10,523,980, from which the Council 

recovers around £4.1m p.a. in income from charging for 

domiciliary care. Report going to CS PDS in January 

formally advising PDS that providers are being added to 

the framework in accordance with the contract.

Contract-

048767

Domiciliary Care 

Services - Individual 

Client Contract

Sweet tree 60 5.00 26-Aug-17 £346,060 £69,212 0 £0 0 £0 £16,450
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Interim contract to allow transfer of clients to other 

providers. Contract expires when all clients transfer. 

Budget is part of overall domiciliary care budget. Estimated 

transfer completion prior to contract end date.  Budget 

figure based on actual usage for 2012/13. Contract allows 

for 2 x 2 years extensions.

Contract-

051452

Domiciliary Care 

Services - Individual 

Client Contract

Heart of the South 60 5.00 26-Aug-17 £407,000 £81,333 0 £0 0 £0 £165,490
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Interim contract to allow transfer of clients to other 

providers. Contract expires when all clients transfer. 

Budget is part of overall domiciliary care budget. Estimated 

transfer completion prior to contract end date.  Budget 

figure based on actual usage for 2012/13. Contract allows 

for 2 x 2 years extensions.

Contract-

051453

Domiciliary Care 

Services - Individual 

Client Contract

Helping Hands Homecare 60 5.00 26-Aug-17 £227,500 £45,500 0 £0 0 £0 £45,500
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Interim contract to allow transfer of clients to other 

providers. Contract expires when all clients transfer. 

Budget is part of overall domiciliary care budget. Estimated 

transfer completion prior to contract end date.  Budget 

figure based on actual usage for 2012/13. Contract allows 

for 2 x 2 years extensions.

Contract-

049202

Domiciliary Care 

Services - Spot 

Contract

Always Caring 60 5.00 26-Aug-17 £1,264,258 £252,852 0 £0 0 £0 £124,073
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Interim contract to allow transfer of clients to other 

providers. Contract expires when all clients transfer. 

Budget is part of overall domiciliary care budget. Estimated 

transfer completion prior to contract end date.  Budget 

figure based on actual usage for 2012/13. Contract allows 

for 2 x 2 years extensions.

Contract-

049203

Domiciliary Care 

Services - Spot 

Contract

Daret Healthcare 60 5.00 26-Aug-17 £837,395 £167,479 0 £0 0 £0 £103,095
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Interim contract to allow transfer of clients to other 

providers. Contract expires when all clients transfer. 

Budget is part of overall domiciliary care budget. Estimated 

transfer completion prior to contract end date.  Budget 

figure based on actual usage for 2012/13. Contract allows 

for 2 x 2 years extensions.

Contract-

051454

Domiciliary Care 

Services - Spot 

Contract

Mackley Home Care Ltd 60 5.00 26-Aug-17 £946,625 £189,325 0 £0 0 £0 £123,330
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Interim contract to allow transfer of clients to other 

providers. Contract expires when all clients transfer. 

Budget is part of overall domiciliary care budget. Estimated 

transfer completion prior to contract end date.  Budget 

figure based on actual usage for 2012/13. Contract allows 

for 2 x 2 years extensions.
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Contract-

051455

Domiciliary Care 

Services - Spot 

Contract

Carewatch Bromley 60 5.00 26-Aug-17 £3,508,500 £701,700 0 £0 0 £0 £688,100
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Interim contract to allow transfer of clients to other 

providers. Contract will continue until all clients in receipt of 

Council funding no longer require the OP Domiciliary care 

service  Estimated transfer completion prior to contract end 

date.  Contract allows for 2 x 2 years extensions.

Contract-

048382

Older People - 

Dementia Domiciliary 

Care Services

Brook Street UK Ltd 60 5.00 26-Aug-17 £1,413,380 £282,676 0 £0 0 £0 £51,150
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Specialist provider.  Clients transitioning into service as of 

contract commencement - Service usage dependent on 

volume.  2013/14. Budget and  Projected costs based on 

volume.  Actual budget based on  depends on volume of 

usage. Contract allows for 2 x 2 years extensions.

Contract-

053422

Community Links 

Bromley Core 

Funding and 

Volunteer Centre

Community Links - Bromley 36 3.00 30-Sep-17 £465,813 £155,271 0 £0 0 £0 £155,271 £155,271 £0

Waiver approved by Exec 16 JulY 2014 for 3-year contract, 

with option to extend for a further 2 years (Report 

CS14068).

(History: Contract for 3 years approved, with 2 year 

extension approved by Exec 11 Dec 2011 (expiring 31 Mar 

2014). Waiver approved for a 6-month contract 10 Mar 

2014, (expiring 30 Sep 2014)). Budget provides for uplift, 

but provider has agreed to forego inflation increase for 

2013/14.

Contract-

049586

Learning Disabilities - 

Care Support at 

Johnson Court

Sanctuary Homecare Ltd 60 5.00 30-Sep-17 £563,095 £112,619 0 £0 0 £0 £112,619
Dependent on 

usage
£0

Contract awarded following tender. Contract is for 5 years 

with option to extend for additional 2 year period. Contract 

allows for CPI increases, however CPI not awarded to 

date. Report to go to PDS in Jan 2015, seeking permission 

to tender as part of a "bundle".

Contract-

053068

Supporting People - 

Tenancy Support 

Services for 

Homeless People

South London YMCA 36 3.00 30-Sep-17 £593,241 £197,747 0 £0 0 £0 £197,747 £197,747 £0

Service tendered using joint Southwark and Lewisham 

Framework, and contract awarded for 3 years with a 2 year 

extesion option by Executive on 11th June 2014 (report 

CS14041), replacing Contract11563.

Contract-

053865

Mental Health - 

Community Well-

Being Service For 

Children And Young 

People

Bromley Y 36 3.00 30-Nov-17 £1,345,983 £448,661 0 £0 0 £0 £448,661 £448,661 £0
Contract awarded by Exec 16 Jul 2014 (Item 42) following 

tender process. Service commenced 01 Dec 2014.

Contract-

054018

Learning Disabilities - 

Supported Living in 5 

LD properties: 213 

Widmore Rd, 

Swingfield Court, 

Amplio House, 

Goldsmiths Close, 

Lancaster House

Avenues London 36 3.00 11-Jan-18 £4,101,000 £1,367,000 0 £0 0 £0 £1,367,000 £1,367,000 £0

Tendered as a "bundle". Gateway Review approved by 

Executive 11 Mar 2014. Contract awarded by Executive 15 

Oct 2014 (report CS15092).

Contract-

016229

Software Licence - 

Social Group 

Information System

OLM Systems Ltd 119 9.92 31-Mar-19 £1,572,117 £169,033 0 £0 0 £0 £169,033 £169,033 £0
No actual contract end date. Contract is for software 

licence which will continue as required.

Contract-

017803

Mental Health - 

Section 31 

Agreement for the 

Exercise of Mental 

Health Function - LBB 

and Oxleas

Oxleas NHS Health Trust 240 20.00 30-Nov-24 £32,009,000 £1,570,450 0 £0 0 £0 £1,417,590 £1,417,590 £0

£75k saving identified for 2012/3 and an additional £75k 

saving for 2013/4. Dual Diagnosis is not included in this 

sum and is funded from a separate budget under Public 

Health.

(History: 20 year agreement.  Not tendered because 

agreement with health provider.  Now Section 75, 

(previously Section 31).  Now includes 'Dual Diagnosis 

Posts', varied into contract (see Contract-050790).

Contract-

016177

Older People - St 

Marks PCC (Lease)

Biggin Hill Community Care 

Association
303 25.25 31-Dec-26 £322,500 £17,661 0 £0 0 £0 £20,991 £20,991 £0

LBB lease the hall from Diocese of Rochester, and sublet 

to BHCCA, with provision to end the lease in the event the 

associated OP Day Opportunity service ceases.
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